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Management summary 

Balancing the workload of air traffic controllers is one of the most important aspects in air 
traffic management. This can be done by predicting the workload on a short term notice, 
and subsequently making capacity decisions based on this. This can also be done by using a 
long-term tactic to balance the workload of sector volumes. This research focusses on 
balancing the workload of sector volumes, with the aim to enhance the current sector layout. 
As a new measurement methodology controller clicks are investigated to determine the 
workload of a sector volume. The research question for this research is: 

Can air traffic controller clicks be used to determine the workload spread over the 
airspace?  

To find an answer for this question the following sub assignments were conducted: 

a) Define workload. 
b) Investigate existing methodologies; the AENA workload model and the CAPAN model.  
c) Design a methodology to determine the workload of a sector volume. 
d) Design a methodology to compare the workload of sector volumes. 

Controller workload is directly related to the subjective experience of workload and depends 
much on the complexity of a situation. This research takes into account different durations 
for varying tasks, which is defined as the task load of a click. Each task is linked to a click 
which is registered in a database at MUAC, the area control centre in Europe for air traffic 
above 24,500 feet over the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and north-west Germany.  

Two existing methodologies, the AENA workload model and the CAPAN model are 
investigated to determine how accurately they calculate the. The investigation of the AENA 
workload model showed that there is a difference in the amount of workload required for a 
click in a sector volume with low traffic density (e.g. BRUSSELS) compared to a sector volume 
with high traffic density (e.g. OLNO LOW).  

The investigation of the CAPAN model, which is used to determine the controller workload in 
SAAM, showed that the workload derived based on the CAPAN model, has a different 
behaviour than the occupancy levels (Graph 0-1). This indicates that the CAPAN model might 
calculate the workload incorrectly. A more thorough investigation into the CAPAN model is 
required to form a stronger conclusion. 
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Graph 0-1: The CAPAN workload, is given by the green line on the left y-axis in seconds, and occupancy levels 
are given by the(red dashed line) on the right y-axis for BRUSSELS EAST HIGH on Friday the 10th of June 2011. 

In this research a new measurement methodology is developed to determine the load of a 
sector volume based on controller clicks. Most tasks executed by the controllers are 
represented by system inputs, which are made by the controller with a mouse click. These 
clicks are registered into a database and are used in this research to design a methodology 
to determine the workload of sector volumes. 

It was found that the relation between task load and number of clicks is linear, and as a rule 
of thumb: 

1 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘 = 10 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 

It was found that there is a relation between the occupancy and the task load, on which we 
can conclude that the task load does represent the workload of a sector volume. The 
relation between task load and occupancy is non-linear, which proves that task load does 
not only depend on the number of aircraft in the sector volume but also on the traffic 
complexity.  

Knowing the load of the different sector volumes helps to make decisions in airspace 
redesign. The aim of this research is to develop a methodology to balance the load of the 
airspace equally over the operating sector volumes. The sector opening times (SOTs) differ 
per day and per sector volume. Therefore, to compare the load of sector volumes a busy 
time ratio is introduced. This busy time ratio takes into account the total sector opening time, 
and makes it possible to compare sector volumes. 

𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑂𝑇  

A case study was conducted at MUAC, to determine how the workload is spread over the 
Brussels sector group. If workload is imbalanced, two possible redesigns can be conducted; 
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changing the division flight level and changing the horizontal boundaries of the sectors. 
Changing the division flight level is easier than changing the horizontal outline, because it is 
easier to group the workload to the different flight levels than to geographical points based 
on the clicks made by the controllers. 

Based on the conducted research and case study the following conclusions can be drawn. 
The controller clicks do not incorporate all tasks executed by controllers and it is therefore 
not possible to use them to determine the workload of a sector volume. However, with 
some further research into traffic complexity it might be possible to link clicks to traffic 
complexity to get a better understanding of controller workload. It can be concluded that 
the clicks can be used to compare sector volumes, to do this a busy time ratio is introduced. 
Based on this busy time ratio, which divides the total task load by the sector opening time, 
the sector volumes can be compared. The benefit of using the controller clicks for this 
purpose is that the clicks are registered and represent tasks which were actually executed by 
the controllers, it is thus not necessary to build a probability model which increases the 
uncertainty. 

A case study was conducted and showed that the task load is not equally balanced over the 
sector volumes of the Brussels sector group. It was found that in the Brussels west a lower 
division flight level would benefit the task load distribution over the sector volumes. 
Whereas in the Brussels east, a higher division flight level would balance the task load more 
equally over the sector volumes. This indicates that a fixed division flight level is less 
beneficial than a flexible one which can be changed depending on the traffic demand.  

The newly developed methodology to compare sector volumes can be coupled to a fast time 
simulation programme, which allows quick analysis of the load in different sector volumes 
and proposes new sector layout designs. To further extend the use of the controller clicks 
and to be able to determine the controller workload more accurately, it is recommended to 
extend this research. Several recommendations can be made for further research. To 
determine controller workload based on the clicks, a more thorough research is needed on 
traffic complexity to find a possibility to link traffic complexity to clicks. Each click is 
associated with a geographical point, based on that point it might be possible to identify 
traffic complexity with the clicks. Further investigation is required on the relation between 
task load and different traffic flows to indicate whether there is a potential on providing a 
more accurate balance of the sector volumes.  
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List of definitions 

Airblocks -  Small areas that are used to define a sector in SAAM. 

Clearance -  An instruction from the controller to the pilot to efficiently 
navigate the aircraft through the sector volume and to stay clear 
from other traffic. 

Conflict -  If two (or more) aircraft are in each other’s protection zone. 

Conflict density -  The number of conflicts at a time in a sector volume. 

Efficiency -  Traffic throughput per controller. 

Frequency -  Radio contact used for communication between air traffic 
controller and pilot. 

Frequency load -  The number of aircraft a controller has on the frequency. 

Occupancy -  Number of aircraft in a sector volume per minute. 

Regulation -  To delay a flight because of not enough capacity. 

Sector -  A sector group has several sectors, small areas in which the 
sector group is divided. 

Sector group -  At MUAC three sector groups exist; Brussels, DECO and 
Hannover. 

Sector volume -  A sector volume is built of one or more sectors, and this area is 
always controlled by two air traffic controllers. 

Traffic complexity -  The relation between two or more aircraft. E.g. crossing aircraft, 
vertical movements, and different speeds make situations more 
complex. 

Traffic density -  The number of aircraft at a time in a sector volume. 
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List of abbreviation 

AFL -  Actual Flight Level 

ACCs -  Area Control Centres 

ATCOs -  Air Traffic Controllers 

ATM  -  Air Traffic Management 

BRUS  -  Brussels 

CAPAN -  ATC Capacity Analyser tool 

CFL -  Current Flight Level 

CPDL -  Controller Pilot Data Link 

DECO -  Delta/Coastal 

ECL -  En-route Cruising Level 

FIR -  Flight Information Region 

FMP -  Flow Management Position 

HANN -  Hannover 

MUAC -  Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre 

OPS -  Operations (room) 

RAMS -  Reorganised ATC Mathematical Simulator 

SAAM -  System for traffic Assignment and Analysis at a Macroscopic level 

SEA -  Sector Executive Assistant 

SEC -  Sector Executive Controller 

SOT -  Sector Opening Time 

SPC -  Sector Planning Coordinator 

STCA -  Short Term Conflict Alert 

TFL -  Transfer Flight Level 

UIR -  Upper Information Region 
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Introduction 

This research aims to develop a new methodology to determine the load of air traffic sector 
volumes and to compare sector volumes based on the air traffic controller clicks. The 
research is conducted at Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre as Master’s Thesis in partial 
fulfilment of the Master’s degree Operations, Management and Logistics at Eindhoven 
University of Technology. The outline of the report is as follows. 
Chapter 1 introduces the research environment, by giving a company description and 
describing the activities conducted at Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre. The chapter 
concludes with the purpose of this research. 
The next chapter summarizes the literature review conducted previous to this research by 
the author, and gives some more literature background on methodologies and complexity 
associated with air traffic controllers. Chapter 2 describes also the assignment and the 
research approach. 
Chapter 3 gives a detailed analysis of the tasks air traffic controllers execute during a shift, 
and based on that description workload is defined for this research. The last section of 
chapter 3 discusses two methodologies to determine the workload of air traffic controllers. 
Based on the knowledge gathered during investigating the different methodologies a new 
controller click methodology is developed to determine the workload of sector volumes. 
Chapter 4 first presents this new methodology. Then the distribution of the clicks and task 
load is investigated and a deeper look is taken into the relation between the task load and 
occupancy of a sector volume. Lastly, the busy time ratio is introduced to compare sector 
volumes. 
Chapter 5 gives the results of a case study that is conducted at Maastricht Upper Area 
Control Centre to verify the designed methodologies in this research with real data. Finally, 
chapter 6 gives the conclusion and recommendations based on the outcome of this study. 
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1 Research environment 

Streets and rail routes are necessary for car, truck and train traffic. To ensure a safe traffic 
net, traffic lights and traffic signs are essential, as one cannot imagine driving around 
without rules. The same is true for air traffic. Air routes have to be designed, and rules must 
be made and maintained, in Europe this is partly done by EUROCONTROL (the European 
Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation). Aircraft fly at high speeds and sometimes 
visibility is decreased because of weather, therefore Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) manage 
traffic via radar view from the ground. 
Air routes have to be designed for aircraft, which have radio reference points on the ground. 
Before a flight is allowed to take off, it has to file a flight plan. A flight plan consists of: the 
aircraft type, a time schedule, the departure airport, the arrival airport, an alternative 
airport, the route, and preferred flight levels at several points. Because of these flight plans 
Area Control Centres (ACCs) know how many flights they can expect, and resource 
allocations are based on this information. The airspace is structured into different sectors to 
be able to allocate traffic to different resources. To enhance the efficiency of ACCs and to 
improve the service towards customers, the design of these sectors and air routes play a 
crucial part in traffic throughput. The layout of the different sectors and routes is important 
for efficient and safe traffic throughput. This research aims to help sector design strategies 
by introducing a new approach for calculating the workload of a sector volume. 
This chapter gives a description of the environment in which the project took place. First the 
company is described in section 1.1. Thereafter the activities carried out at Maastricht Upper 
Area Control Centre are described in section 1.2. The last section describes the purpose of 
this research. 

1.1 Company description 

Maastricht Upper Area Control Centre (MUAC) is an organisation of EUROCONTROL. MUAC 
manages all air traffic above 24,500 feet (7,467.6 meter) over the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Luxembourg and north-west Germany. MUAC operates since 1972 and controls 1.5 million 
flights per year in one of the most dense and complex areas in the world. The airspace 
controlled by MUAC is divided into three so called sector groups;  

- DECO (Delta/Coastal) covers the Amsterdam Flight Information Region (FIR) and 
northern Germany.  

- Brussels covers the Brussels Upper Information Region (UIR) (Belgium and 
Luxembourg).  

- Hannover which covers the Hannover UIR.  

Each sector group consists of several sectors (see Figure 1-1);  
- DECO consists of the DELTA (high/low) sector, JEVER (high/low) sector and the 

HOLSTEIN (high/low) sector. The sector group DECO has thus six different sectors 
(DELTA HIGH, DELTA LOW, JEVER HIGH, etc.).  
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- The Brussels sector group consists of eight sectors, KOKSY high/low, NICKY high/low, 
OLNO high/low, and LUXEMBOURGH high/low.  

- The Hannover sector group also consists of eight sectors, CELLE high/low, SOLLING 
high/low, MÜNSTER high/low, and RUHR high/low.  

 
Figure 1-1: Maastricht UAC sectorisation map. 

Within each sector group different combinations of sectors, so called sector volumes, are 
possible. During the day the supervisor decides to open or close a sector volume. A sector 
volume is a combination of one or more sectors, for example sector volume BRUSSELS 
TOTAL is all eight sectors of the Brussels group combined into one sector volume and OLNO 
LOW consists only of one sector. Two controllers are always responsible for one active sector 
volume. Opening a sector volume means that the affected sector volume will be split into 
two parts. The type of configuration used depends on the amount of traffic, a high amount 
of traffic requires more work and therefore more, but smaller, sector volumes are active 
which means more air traffic controllers. For example, during night BRUSSELS TOTAL is active 
because there is a low traffic demand, during the early morning traffic increases and 
BRUSSELS TOTAL is split into BRUSSELS WEST (west part of Brussels) and BRUSSELS EAST 
(east part of Brussels). The reverse happens in the late evening when the traffic demand is 
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decreasing to a level which only requires one active sector volume, BRUSSELS WEST and 
BRUSSELS EAST are combined to BRUSSELS TOTAL. The decision from the supervisor to open 
or close a sector volume depends on the number of aircraft in a sector volume. If the traffic 
demand exceeds the capacity of a sector volume, the sector volume will be split into smaller 
parts (if possible).  
The maximum number of aircraft a controller can handle is sector specific. It depends, for 
example, on the restrictions of a sector such as military activity, but also on how many 
aerodromes there are in the area, because more aerodromes mean more climbing and 
descending air traffic. An aerodrome is any kind of location where aircraft flight operations 
take place, such as airports and military bases. An air traffic controller monitors up to 25 
airplanes at a time (MUAC activities, 2011). However, this number depends on the 
complexity of the air traffic and is lower most of the time. The traffic capacity of a sector 
volume is given in the number of aircraft entering the sector volume per hour, the so called 
Traffic Monitoring Value (TMV). The TMV varies between 40 and 70 sector entries per hour 
depending on the sector volume. If the traffic demand exceeds the TMV of the sector 
volume, flights will be delayed, this is called a regulation in Air Traffic Management (ATM). 
Because of the high fluctuations in demand, it might occur that the capacity is already 
reached after 40 minutes. If other flights are scheduled to enter the sector volume during 
the remaining 20 minutes they are delayed because the capacity is reached, and controllers 
are doing nothing because there are no flights in their sector volume. This is an extreme case, 
but it happened often that controllers worked less during times flights were delayed 
(regulation). To prevent this, MUAC uses an entry rate per minute instead of hourly entry 
rates, this is defined as the occupancy.  
Maastricht Flight Management Position (FMP) discovered that controllers worked less traffic 
in terms of occupancy in periods where traffic was regulated due to a demand exceeding the 
agreed TMV rather than outside of such regulated periods. To find the most beneficial entry 
rate for each sector volume the number of aircraft per minute before a regulation and after 
a regulation were analysed. From these values a first agreed occupancy level per sector 
volume was determined.  Through thorough evaluation of the ATCOs by the FMPs, it was 
investigated what the optimal occupancy level can be without overloading them with too 
much traffic. This method of deciding on the sector volume capacity is very common and is 
also used in other ACCs (Majumdar et al., 2005). The switch from TMV to occupancy resulted 
in a higher sector entry rate per hour. This means an increase in sector capacity and 
unregulated throughput. Lately, it was discovered that the occupancy levels are not optimal, 
because the workload of air traffic controllers does not only depend on the number of 
aircraft in a sector volume but also on traffic complexity. It happens that the ATCO is 
overloaded whereas the maximum occupancy of the sector volume is not reached. Thus a 
more accurate measurement is needed to ensure a balanced ATCO workload level. 
Air transport is one of the safest means of transportation (MUAC activities, 2011). To ensure 
this, the top priority of air navigation services is to prevent any collisions between aircraft. At 
EUROCONTROL there is a continuous enhancement of safety standards, which aims to 
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reduce the risk of accidents whilst improving flight efficiency and accommodating traffic 
growth. Human factors play an important role in safety, especially exhaustion and boredom 
can lead to conflict situations and accidents. To ensure air safety, high-performance and 
sustainability in ATM, MUAC aims to improve existing technology and develops new 
technological solutions to cope with growing air traffic density and complexity. 

1.2 MUAC activities 

To be able to keep the airspace safe and to optimise the traffic throughput several activities 
are conducted at MUAC. Three activities are described below; resource allocation, 
operations, and strategic design. 
 
Resource allocation 
To ensure traffic demand does not exceed the capacity, a thorough resource allocation 
planning is made in three phases; strategic planning, pre-tactical planning, and tactical 
planning. The first phase is the strategic planning, this takes place on a long-term perspective, 
around 3 to 12 months before the actual date. In the strategic planning phase a proposal for 
the Sector Opening Time (SOT) schedule is made. Based on this schedule, first resource 
allocations are made. A first decision is made on how many air traffic controllers are needed 
during the day. It is therefore important to have an indicator of how much traffic is expected. 
Next, the pre-tactical planning takes place a week before the day in question. The Flow 
Management Position (FMP) decides how many sectors should be opened at given times. 
Standard traffic is more or less the same each week on the same weekday, based on this 
knowledge and the expected traffic, FMPs make enhancements to the proposed SOT 
schedule. Also special events, such as military activity and major sport events, are known 
and play a role in sector openings.  
The third phase is tactical planning, which takes place 5 minutes till 6 hours ahead. In this 
phase sectors are actually opened and closed based on the known scheduled traffic. These 
openings are saved in a database and are used to make future decisions. Figure 1-2 shows a 
small part of the TimeZone interface (TimeZone, n.d.), a tool used by FMPs to make the pre-
tactical and tactical planning. Only part of the planning for the Brussels sector group is 
shown in the figure. The first row shows the planned SOTs from the pre-tactical planning and 
the second row shows the actual SOTs, the grey row below it shows the time in 10 minute 
intervals. For example, the pre-tactical planning for 10 o’clock (UTC) showed that 
configuration 5.8 should be open (the red one, 5 meaning five sector volumes and extension 
8 means the eighth kind of configuration with five sector volumes), however the 
configuration that was really active was 4.5 (the orange one). This was decided in the tactical 
planning phase. Thus instead of 5 sector volumes open, only 4 sector volumes were open 
from 10:00 till 11:30 and from 11:30 till 13:30 only 3 sector volumes were open. An overview 
of the different kind of configurations can be found in Appendix A.  
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Figure 1-2: Screenshot of TimeZone from Monday June 13th 2011. 

Only during 1.5 hours between 9 o’clock and 2 o’clock in the afternoon the planned amount 
of sector volumes was actually open. During the other parts fewer sector volumes were 
active than planned. This could be explained by either wrong traffic information (more traffic 
was expected than actually came) or because more capacity was planned than needed to 
ensure enough capacity. 
There are restrictions in scheduling ATCOs for shifts, this makes the capacity planning more 
difficult. First of all, an air traffic controller needs a license to operate. Such a license is only 
valid for the east- or west part of a specific sector group. To be allowed to work a whole 
sector group a controller needs two licenses. If a controller has only one license, this 
controller is not allowed to do night-shifts. To keep the license an ATCO has to work at least 
45 hours in 180 rolling days on that part of the sector group. Secondly, controllers have 208 
working days per year. They receive a standard annual payment plus shift allowance. ATCOs 
with only one license do not receive shift allowance because they do not work night-shifts. 
Most ATCOs work a four-two schedule, meaning that they work four days and are then two 
days off. Controllers work in shifts, there are four different shift groups during the day 
(morning, morning swing, afternoon swing and afternoon). Between two day-shifts the 
controller must be off-duty for at least 10 hours. Additionally there is a night-shift, before 
and after a night-shift the controller has to be off-duty for at least 16 hours. A shift has a 
maximum duration of 7.5 hours, and a controller is not allowed to work longer than two 
hours behind the radar. During a day-shift at least 25% of the time must be scheduled for 
the controller to have a break and during a night-shift this must be at least 33%. 
Furthermore, a controller must have at least one break of minimal an hour. So a thorough 
scheduling is needed, keeping in mind that the controller needs to work enough to keep his 
license and at the same does not exceed the limits restricted to his job. 
 
Operations 
After these resource allocations the controllers carry out the operational part. Air traffic 
controllers are in direct contact with aircraft flying in their sector volume. ATCOs have the 
responsibility to maintain a safe and efficient airspace. This is done by constantly controlling 
and monitoring the traffic and by giving instructions to pilots. If traffic gets too high at a 
certain moment, the probability of conflicts drastically increases. To guarantee a safe 
environment, a capacity restriction is given for each sector volume. Because of the filed 
flight plans it is known how many aircraft are expected, if this amount exceeds the capacity 
an aircraft might be delayed when it is still on the ground, because that is safer and less 
expensive than if it is already airborne. Most of the time this is prevented by the supervisors 
who decide to open another sector volume (split the sector volume up into more parts).  
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An open sector volume is always controlled by two controllers, one is called the Sector 
Executive Controller (SEC) and the other controller is called the Sector Planning Coordinator 
(SPC). It is necessary to have two controllers because one controller is constantly busy 
managing traffic through the sector volume, whereas the other controller can coordinate 
traffic entries with surrounding sector volumes. In some cases a Sector Executive Assistant 
(SEA) is added, this is required when a controller is still in training or when it is very busy to 
discharge the SEC. The SPC makes a first analysis of the upcoming situation. He ensures that 
traffic enters and leaves their sector volume as efficient and safe as possible by being in 
contact with other ACCs and sector volumes to get information about flights coming into 
their sector or leaving. The executer is the one who is actually managing the traffic. He is in 
direct contact with pilots and gives instructions to the pilots to manoeuvre the traffic safe 
and efficient through the sector volume. For each aircraft entering the sector volume the 
SPC and the SEC think of a flight path for the aircraft through the sector volume. They have 
to communicate a lot with each other, to ensure they will have the same plan for the traffic 
going through their sector volume. Figure 1-3 shows a part of the Operations (OPS) room at 
MUAC with controllers working a sector volume. 

 
Figure 1-3: Part of the OPS room at MUAC, (EUROCONTROL). 

Strategic design 
Besides directly controlling air traffic, MUAC also takes part in strategic design of the sectors 
and air routes. Redesign is necessary because of changes in traffic demand, or because of 
new agreements with other ACCs and military units. New tools and techniques to 
communicate with pilots might influence the workload of the ATCOs, which leads to a shift 
of the workload distribution over the different sector volumes. Such changes might influence 
the traffic flow and a different sector layout might benefit the traffic throughput and 
workload distribution over the sector volumes. It takes a lot of time to redesign parts of the 
airspace, not only the efficiency changes must be analysed, but also a thorough safety 
assessment is needed. Efficiency in air traffic control is defined as traffic throughput per air 
traffic controller. Besides these internal processes, a change to the sectors also affects 
stakeholders and perhaps other ACCs, so these parties must be informed and be convinced 
that the change will improve performance. 
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To design air routes it is useful to know how much traffic, or workload, at a time in a specific 
place is expected. Only then it is possible to design optimal routes between the different 
departure and arrival points. The airspace controlled by MUAC is bounded vertically by 
24,500 feet up to technical infinity, and horizontal boundaries which follow almost exactly 
the country boundaries. These two kinds of boundaries can be assumed to be fixed, because 
MUAC is not able to change them without cooperation from other area control centres. 
Inside these borders MUAC can design the airspace as they like. The vertical division level is 
now for example fixed at 33,500 feet, this is the level at which the high and the low part are 
split. However, it might enhance the performance when this level is not fixed at one level 
but is flexible to change depending on the kind of traffic. To decide on such changes it is 
important to know where high workload arises, so that the different sector volumes are 
equally loaded. 

1.3 Purpose of the research 

Safety has the highest priority within air traffic management. It is most important that 
conflicts between aircraft are avoided and that air traffic controllers stay alert. Currently 
there are enough resources to ensure ATCOs do not get exhausted, however also boredom 
leads to conflict situations. Lysaght et al. (1989) show the relation between workload and 
performance as U-shaped. ATCO performance is defined as the awareness of the ATCO 
about all traffic in the sector volume and to be alert to safely manage the traffic through the 
sector volume. If the workload is low, the performance of the ATCO is low because of 
boredom and it is more likely that signs are missed, as workload increases the performance 
increases because controllers increase their effort, at some threshold the controller gets 
overloaded and the performance decreases drastically. It is important to balance the 
workload to ensure that air traffic flows safely through the airspace. 
According to Grushka-Cockayne, De Reyck, and Degraeve (2008) air traffic in Europe will 
double till 2020, and the available capacity will be exceeded with 3.7 million flights per year. 
However, the economic crisis has stopped this growth (Allignol et al., 2012). Nowadays air 
traffic is stabilizing and MUAC has 1.5 million flights annually. Forecasts show a small yearly 
increase, but it is still unclear what future traffic numbers will be. At the moment there is 
enough capacity to manage all the incoming traffic, therefore the maximum capacity is not 
reached. Majumdar et al. (2005) describe that in Europe air traffic capacity is constrained by 
ATCOs workload. So it is important to manage controller workload as good as possible to 
enhance the sector capacity. 
ATCOs perceive high fluctuations in the amount of work during the day (Gregoriades & 
Sutcliffe, 2008). It requires more effort to deal with such fluctuations, because the controller 
has to re-adjust to the situation. To prevent this, it is important to balance ATCO workload, 
meaning that very high workload and very low workload should be avoided. High workload 
occurs when the capacity amount is nearly reached and situations are complex (e.g. many 
vertical movements). Low workload occurs when nearly no aircraft is in the sector volume 
and complexity is low. Such peaks can be avoided by balancing the workload through the use 
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of different sector configurations, or by improving the sector layout. The optimal sector 
layout may differ over the day because of fluctuations in traffic demand, thus a dynamic 
sector layout is most beneficial. The current sector layout can be changed vertically and 
horizontally. A vertical change indicates a change in the vertical division flight level, which is 
easier than a horizontal change where the boundaries as pictured in Figure 1-1 have to be 
changed. 
A detailed workload model can help bringing the workload of ATCOs to a more stable level 
during the day. So the short-term planning would be enhanced. To do this it should be clear 
what exactly drives workload. The number of aircraft in the sector plays an important role, 
but also the number and kind of vertical movements, military activity, weather conditions 
and type of aircraft might influence the workload. 
Furthermore, knowing how the workload is spread over the airspace is also useful for long-
term perspectives. There are two possible ways of improving the traffic flow through the 
airspace; one is by designing new air routes and the other one by changing the sectors and 
sector volumes. The current sector layout is static; changing this to dynamic sectors might 
increase efficiency and safety, because this method is more flexible in deciding on where to 
divide the airspace based on current traffic. It is not clear what the effect might be on the 
controller workload of a dynamic sectorisation. In the current situation the boundaries of 
their sector volumes are always the same, so they get used to it. If the shapes of the sector 
volumes are changing during a shift, ATCOs have to repeatedly adjust to the new boundaries. 
However, also revising the current static sectors might enhance safety and efficiency. This 
can be achieved by balancing the load of the sector volumes to a level that is equal in all 
operating sectors. As previously mentioned a change in the horizontal sector boundaries is 
more challenging than a change in vertical division levels. To decide on new sector 
boundaries, it is important to know how the workload is distributed over the airspace, as this 
helps in deciding where to divide the airspace. Thus more knowledge about workload helps 
to enhance airspace design. 
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2 Assignment 

The previous chapter explained the purpose of this study and gave some potential benefits 
of developing a workload model to balance ATCO workload and sector volume load. The 
workload of an ATCO is mostly cognitive. Therefore, a literature research on mental 
workload was conducted by the author prior to this research. A short summary of this 
literature review is given in the first part of section 2.1, then for two types of methodologies 
some models are described in contribution to air traffic controllers. Complexity plays a 
crucial role on the workload of controllers, the next part of section 2.1 gives a short 
literature review on complexity. Section 2.1 concludes with presenting the key findings of 
the literature research. Based on the conducted literature and the benefits for conducting a 
research on air traffic controller workload, section 2.2 presents the assignment of this 
research. Lastly, section 2.3 gives the approach taken in this research to develop the 
required methodology. 

2.1 Literature review 

ATCO workload is mostly mental workload, because they have to monitor the traffic and 
make plans to manoeuvre the traffic safely through the sector volume. Every decision they 
take and each new aircraft entering their sector volume changes the picture they had and 
they have to adjust their traffic plan. The following part discusses literature relevant to the 
mental workload of air traffic controllers. 
 
Mental workload 
Since the early 1980s, not much improvement has been made in workload measurements. In 
the past thirty years most research conducted on workload are reviews of studies done on 
workload. Many literature reviews can be found, and they mostly summarise methods 
developed between 1960 and 1980. Those literature reviews recognise the need for better 
workload assessment tools, however they do not provide such a tool.  
In the literature review conducted by Schickel (2012) an overview is given of workload 
models which can be used and what the results are in other work environments. The 
newsvendor problem works fine in hospital staffing (He et al., 2012), but it does not give a 
solution on how to measure workload. The cognitive task load (CTL) method presented by 
Grootjen, Neerincx, and Veltman (2007) focuses on the cognitive task load in different 
scenarios. Situations in dynamic systems are never the same, and it will therefore be difficult 
to design all cognitive task contexts to be used in the CTL method. It is too complex to use 
this method as a prediction model, because of the high effort to include all different 
scenarios and the doubtful precision of the model. The allocation algorithm from Guo and 
Haung (2012) does not use real life data inputs, e.g. it does not account for any fluctuations 
in job arrival times. This simplification is a problem which occurs in most methodologies, and 
further research should tackle this short coming. The best suited methodology seems to be 
the Bayesian probability theory. The research done by Gregoriades and Sutcliffe (2008) on 
the Bayesian probability theory is a good starting point, it however lacks validation. 
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Mental workload is a very complex phenomenon; because of its complexity it is difficult to 
derive one overall measurement model. A combination of different techniques could be 
advantageous to obtain a complete observation of workload (Cain, 2007). The problem is 
that a very general model is not accurate enough in specific situations. On the other side, a 
more detailed model is only usable in that specific situation and more models are necessary 
to cover all possible situations. So the decision which kind of measurement technique, or a 
combination of techniques, to be used is a crucial one and it plays a major role in the 
outcome of the analysis. 
Empirical studies done on mental workload are useful to understand what drives burnouts 
and to identify when operators are not capable anymore to solve a situation. But it is 
difficult to get a quantitative value for workload from it. They help to understand what 
influence workload has on the human operator. In contrast, analytical techniques are more 
useful to analyse and predict workload from a more objective perspective (Xie & Salvendy, 
2000). Empirical studies need interaction from the air traffic controller, whereas analytical 
studies use data logs and do not interact with the operator (Linton et al., 1989). This 
research will focus on task-analytical techniques, to minimize operator interaction and 
because a useful database is available.  
Task-analytical techniques can be classified into three groups; mathematical models, task 
analytical models, and simulation models (Linton et al., 1989). Complex and dynamic 
systems are difficult to analyse mathematically because of the many different dynamic 
variables. So it is advisable to focus on simulation techniques and task analytical models. 
Simulation techniques often make use of task analysis as input. Task analysis requires basic 
knowledge of the tasks, it is a good starting point to derive a workload model from, and even 
if no prediction model is derived it helps future steps to derive such a model (Linton et al., 
1989). 
The biggest problem is to validate the developed workload assessment tool. Because no 
valid and reliable objective measurement exists, it is best suited to validate an objective 
measurement against subjective evaluations (Hart & Staveland, 1988; Jex, 1988; Reid & 
Nygren, 1988), which are valid and reliable. However, it is not easy to get a valid subjective 
measurement, because they rely on the correctness of the answers given by participants 
(Hart & Staveland, 1988). Those kinds of measurements are very sensitive for biases, and 
conclusions should be drawn with caution. The lack of validation is a serious gap in the past 
conducted studies. This research will use a simulation tool to validate the output against. 
Methods that are in use to measure objective workload do not manage to give an accurate 
prediction. Most of them use simplified realities, as Grootjen et al. (2007) and Guo and 
Haung (2012) do in their studies; are based on historic data (Gregoriades & Sutcliffe, 2008) 
or expected demand; and give weights to the different factors that influence workload, as in 
the studies from Hart and Staveland (1988) and Grootjen et al. (2007). The benefits of having 
a good prediction model are high and it is worth to put more effort in deriving such a 
forecasting model. Many complex dynamic systems struggle with high unpredictable 
fluctuations in workload, and it would enhance system safety if those under- and overloads 
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are prevented. An interesting research direction is to find out if it is possible to use historical 
data in their true setting to enhance workload predictions. 
 
Mathematical models 
Chaboud et al. (2000) describe a simplified formula (Figure 2-1), which splits workload into 
three main groups; routine tasks, climb and descent monitoring, and conflict monitoring. 
This formula is used for benchmarking between different area control centres, and general 
weights are given to the three factors. It is a simple method which can be used to compare 
different sector volumes, for that it is not necessary to put much effort in finding correct 
weights for the different aspects. However, it does not take into account the difference 
between different climb and descent movements. For example, an aircraft that climbs from 
flight level 250 to 350 crosses 10 flight levels but requires less workload from the controller 
than a flight that climbs from flight level 250 to 270 and then from flight level 270 to 280. 
The second flight crosses only 3 flight levels, but because it levels off at flight level 270 and 
starts climbing again it requires more work than the flight which climbs from flight level 250 
to 350 without levelling off between. 

 
Figure 2-1: Simplified workload model (Chaboudet al., 2000). 

Schmidt (1978) conducted a queuing analysis of air traffic controllers’ workload. He used 
probability functions to model the demand arrival time and service time. With this model 
the task delay, utilization and idle period length could be conducted, which have an 
influence on the workload (Schmidt, 1978). However, this procedure does not incorporate all 
significant complexity factors, such as the vertical movements of an aircraft. Because of the 
high complexity and many different situations it is difficult to model the workload in air 
traffic management with a mathematical formula. 
 
Task analytical models 
Mills, Pfleiderer, and Manning (2002) conducted a research on en-route air traffic control 
implementing the Performance and Objective Workload Evaluation Research (POWER) 
programme. En-route air traffic control is the control service provided by ACCs for aircraft on 
their flight plan between departure and destination airport. They evaluated the current set 
of variables and analysed what other variables should be included or how existing ones 
should be modified to improve the tool. The POWER programme uses aircraft position data 
and controller data entries as inputs to calculate controller activity and task load. The 
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controller entries are measured through the reports produced by System Analysis Recording 
(SAR). Those entries represent the controller activity. The measured activity sets and task 
load are calculated for a specified time period and airspace. Mills et al. (2002) use Principal 
Components Analysis (PCA) to identify the components which explain controller task load in 
en-route ATC. After elimination, they selected 17 variables to include in the PCA. From these 
17 factors, five components are produced and they account for 68.18% of the variability. 
Controller Activity explains the highest amount of the variability in the data (26%), these are 
the number of input entries a controller makes to give instructions. Controller inputs thus do 
not capture everything in the task load, they however explain part of it and with a thorough 
analysis on the different inputs a good indication of sector volume workload can be derived 
from it. 
A method to measure objective task load, is to analyse the voice recordings between 
controller and pilot and between controllers, also called the frequency load. Manning et al. 
(2001) conducted a research on the relation between ATCO communication events and 
measures of workload and task load. They found that communication alone does not predict 
controller workload well enough. However, in combination with task load measurements it 
explains 72% of the variance in subjective workload measurements. Combining the 
frequency load with the controller inputs will most certainly increase the explained variance 
in workload. At the moment it is unfortunately not possible to use the frequency load at 
MUAC. 
 
Complexity 
In air traffic management, complexity drives controller workload, which in turn is the 
greatest limitation of capacity (Majumdar & Polak, 2001). To get a better view on workload, 
complexity will be discussed in relation to ATCOs.  
One factor mentioned in almost all studies on complexity is traffic density; the amount of 
aircraft at a time in one sector volume. From the review done by Hilburn (2004), one knows 
that studies conducted many years ago found a significant correlation between traffic 
density and complexity. According to Hilburn (2004) traffic density is the best available 
indicator of complexity, although it does not capture everything that is experienced as 
complex by controllers. Workload prediction models based only on traffic density therefore 
are not very accurate and fail in giving a true forecast. Chaboud et al. (2000) proposed a 
formula for traffic density in which they do account for the volume of the airspace, climbing 
and descending traffic, and the difference between flight levels. They mention, however, 
that including factors such as speed and crossing traffic would increase the accuracy.  
Other factors which are found to have an influence on complexity are; the size of the 
controlled airspace, the number of vertical movements of an aircraft, the number of 
interacting aircraft pairs, etc. (Ehrmanntraut, 2010). The number of interacting aircraft pairs 
and the number of vertical movements increase complexity. A larger airspace is less complex 
because the ATCO has more space to manoeuvre the aircraft. As shown by Van Gent et al. 
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(1997), route structures reduce complexity, because aircraft move more organised through 
the airspace. 
Conflicts between two or several aircraft has also an influence on the traffic complexity and 
therefore on controller workload. Erhmanntraut (2004) and Alam et al. (2009) describe a 
cylindrical protection zone of an aircraft, shown in Figure 2-2. This zone is the minimal 
distance which should be kept between two aircraft, 1000 feet above and below the aircraft 
and 5 nautical miles in front and after the aircraft. If an aircraft comes into the protection 
zone of another aircraft a conflict arises. Conflict density is the number of conflicts at a time 
in a sector volume. 
 

 
Figure 2-2: Protection zone around an aircraft (Alam et al., 2009). 

Hilburn (2004) gives an overview of complexity factors in air traffic control identified in past 
studies; he produces a list of 108 factors.  This is mainly such a long list because several 
factors more or less express the same (e.g. flight density: total number of aircraft, number of 
flights per hour, mean distance travelled, average sector flight time). To measure all the 
factors mentioned, and include them in a model, is complex and it would take long to get a 
solution out of it. It is therefore necessary to select only the factors which do have a 
significant influence on workload. 
 
Key findings 
This section represented the summary from a thorough literature research on workload and 
discussed complexity in relation to ATCOs. This showed that complexity plays a crucial role in 
the workload of air traffic controllers. It also reviewed models developed to determine the 
workload of air traffic controllers. The review indicated several gaps which give directions to 
focus this research on. First of all, there is lack of accuracy in existing workload models. 
Secondly, subjective techniques are easy to use, though a big population is needed to ensure 
the data gathered is not biased. Thirdly, the research conducted by Mills et al. (2002) 
indicates that the controller system inputs account for 26% of the variance, and Manning et 
al. (2001) found that including voice recording data increases the explained variance. Lastly, 
mathematically modelling the workload is difficult because of the high complexity and 
dynamic factors.  

2.2 Assignment 

Workload plays a crucial role in the safety of air traffic. First of all, it is not exactly known 
what workload means, what it is and how it is influenced by other factors. It is necessary to 
understand what workload is to be able to enhance air traffic control and to optimise the 
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traffic throughput of air traffic control centres. Currently no workload model satisfies the 
requirements for the short-term perspective or long-term perspective discussed in section 
1.3. This research aims to define workload and to develop a methodology that is able to 
determine it. This new methodology must be designed such that it is possible to compare 
different sector volumes with respect to their workload so that it can be used to improve 
sector design. The previous section investigated existing methodologies and identified their 
gaps, from that starting point a new methodology will be introduced to determine the load 
of sector volumes.  
As outlined in the previous sections, different methodologies can be used to determine 
workload. This research aims to indicate the potential of using controller clicks instead of 
other methods. Controller clicks are the click inputs made by air traffic controllers into the 
system to register the instructions they give to pilots. The research question is as following: 

Can air traffic controller clicks be used to determine the load spread over the 
airspace?  

To answer the research question the following assignment is conducted:  

Design a methodology which determines the task load ratios based on controller 
click data.  

To design this methodology based on the controller click data the following sub 
assignments are completed:  

a) Define workload. 
b) Investigate existing methodologies; the AENA workload model and the CAPAN 

model.  
c) Design a methodology to determine the workload of a sector volume. 
d) Design a methodology to compare the workload of sector volumes. 
e) Determine the load of the different traffic flows. 

First of all the question of what workload means has to be answered. Secondly, two existing 
methodologies, the AENA workload model and the CAPAN model, will be investigated in 
terms of their methodology to determine workload. Thereafter, based on the click data a 
methodology will be designed to determine the load of the sector volumes. Also a 
methodology to compare the load of sector volumes will be designed. Lastly, because of the 
route structures, traffic flows can be identified. Different flows will be analysed to determine 
their load.  
Air traffic controller workload is complex in which several dynamic factors have an influence. 
Due to a limited amount of time for this research it is not possible to develop a tool which 
incorporates all aspects of controller workload. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to 
derive a methodology based on controller click inputs, which determines the task load of 
the sector volumes. This helps to evenly spread the load over different sectors and can be 
used for sector and sector volume redesign.  
The aim is not to predict controller workload in short-term perspective, but for long-term 
perspectives to enhance sector design decisions and to spread the load evenly over the 
airspace. For example, smaller sector volumes which are in general more complex because 
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of less space availability should have fewer aircraft than large sector volumes with low 
complexity. But also sector volumes with many climbing and descending traffic should have 
fewer aircraft than sector volumes with mostly over-flights. To balance the traffic workload 
equally over the sector volumes it must first be known where and what causes high 
workload.  

2.3 Research approach 

This research has the following main deliverable; a methodology to compare sector volumes 
with respect to their workload. The different sub assignments are used as guidelines through 
the thesis to develop the required methodology.  
The first step taken in this research is to define what air traffic controller workload means 
(section 3.2) based on the controller task description presented in section 3.1. Thereafter, 
existing methodologies at MUAC are investigated to determine their potentials (section 3.3). 
Based on this chapter 4 presents the design phase of this research. First in section 4.1 all 
possible methodologies will be discussed and a decision will be made for the best 
methodology that fits the purpose of this research. The following sections of chapter 4 
respectively; develop the methodology based on controller clicks, analyses the data to 
determine the click distribution and the task load distribution, and introduces the busy time 
ratio to compare sector volumes. Lastly, section 4.6 presents the conclusions of the chapter. 
A case study was conducted at MUAC to use the methodology in practice and to determine 
whether the task load of the sector volumes of one of the sector groups is equally balanced. 
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3 Detailed analysis 

This chapter starts with a detailed analysis of the tasks conducted by air traffic controllers in 
section 3.1. The first sub assignment requires defining the workload, based on the ATCO task 
description given in section 3.1, section 3.2 defines workload in relation with air traffic 
controllers. This definition is necessary to be consistent in the research over the meaning of 
workload and how it can be determined. Lastly, section 3.3 investigates two existing 
methodologies to determine workload in air traffic control, the AENA workload model and 
the CAPAN model. The aim of this investigation is to determine the potentials and gaps of 
the two methodologies, based on the knowledge gathered through this investigation a 
decision will be made how to design the methodology in this research. 

3.1 ATCO task description 

To understand how air traffic navigation is conducted, the different possible situations an air 
traffic controller can encounter are described below. Figure 3-1 shows a radar screen which 
is visible to the air traffic controller. The black shaded area represents the sector volume the 
ATCO is operating on the radar screen, the dark grey shaded area around it are sector 
volumes controlled by other ATCOs. A square indicates the position of the aircraft, the solid 
line in front shows the direction the flight is going to and the dotted line shows where it is 
coming from. The solid line is called a vector, it is possible for the controller to change the 
length of this vector. As pictured in Figure 3-1 the vector shows the flight route for an 
aircraft during one minute. But this can also be extended to two, four or eight minutes.  
Few aircraft have a Controller Pilot Data Link (CPDL), this is a data link system which allows 
air traffic controllers to communicate with pilots over a data link system instead of using the 
frequency. The frequency is a communication channel which is used for communication 
between ATCO and pilot. A triangle instead of a square indicates to the ATCO that the 
aircraft has a CPDL. CPDL is developed to decrease the frequency load, because one of the 
main bottlenecks of sector capacity is the amount of aircraft on the frequency. Using a data 
link system is also easier and less time consuming for an ATCO because he does not have to 
speak to the pilot and can just put the instructions into the system. However, momentarily 
this system is rather new and not all pilots are aware of a message coming in via the data 
link system, so verbal communication is still required. 
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Figure 3-1: Air traffic controller radar screen. 

The green labels indicate that the flight is currently on the frequency of the controllers 
operating the black shaded area (sector volume). The grey label (e.g. flight EZY8805) is still 
physically in the black shaded area, although it is not on that frequency anymore, but 
already on the frequency of the next sector. The first line of the flight label shows the SSR 
code, this is a unique code to link the flight plan data to an aircraft. The second line indicates 
the callsign of the flight. The first three letters are unique for airline operators, for example 
DLH is Lufthansa and EZY is EasyJet. It is followed by a flight number or an alphanumeric 
code to identify the flight. The third line shows first a number which is the Actual Flight Level 
(AFL), for example 400 means 40,000 feet, this is based on radar information. If after the AFL 
an arrow appears it shows that the flight is currently climbing or descending, represented by 
an upwards or downwards arrow respectively. The Cleared Flight Level (CFL) is then shown 
next to the arrow in only two digits, e.g. 41 is 41,000 feet. The “H” indicates that the flight is 
currently flying on a heading. A flight can either fly on a heading, meaning a direction for 
example east, or on a direct, meaning to a waypoint, this is indicated next to the CFL in the 
label. The fourth line shows the required exit level, also called Transfer Flight Level (TFL), this 
is the flight level the flight should be at when leaving the sector volume. The TFL is only 
shown when it differs from the CFL.  
The sequential tasks the controllers have to fulfil in case there is an aircraft flying through 
the sector volume will now be described. There are always two controllers working on one 
active sector volume, the SEC (sector executive controller) and the SPC (sector planning 
coordinator). The planning coordinator is responsible for coordination with adjacent external 
centres, internal sector volumes and military units. The SPC also conducts first conflict 
detection, to perform this he uses the conflict detection tool VERA (Conflict). Also the 
planning of the vertical movements of an aircraft is done by the SPC, to communicate this 
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with other centres, sector volumes and the executive controller, Entry Flight Level (NFL), En-
route Cruising Level (ECL) or Transfer Flight Level (TFL) are put into the system by the SPC. In 
this research the focus is on the executive controller, therefore no deeper description of the 
SPC’s tasks is given. 
A few moments before the flight actually enters the sector volume the pilot establishes 
contact over the frequency and identifies the flight with the callsign. The executive 
controller identifies the flight on the radar screen and makes the corresponding input to 
assume the flight (ASM). In the meantime he answers the pilot on the frequency and 
confirms the situation. If applicable the SEC amends the clearance of the flight. Most of the 
time this is done additionally to the identification, so the SEC only calls the pilot once for 
both actions. A clearance is an instruction from the controller to the pilot to efficiently 
navigate the aircraft through the sector volume, the most used clearances are (the 
corresponding system input is given in italic): 

- Route, direct to waypoint (TO) for a shorter route through the airspace, or direct via 
a waypoint to another waypoint (VIA, to avoid restricted airspace). 

- Heading, to stay clear of other traffic (Heading). This input is mandatory in 
procedures, but not always done, and serves the controller as a reminder to put the 
flight back to a waypoint. 

- Change of flight level (CFL), pilots want to fly as high as possible as long as possible to 
save fuel, often a change in flight level is also used to separate flights. This 
mandatory input is always performed and feeds the Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) 
which raises alarm in case an aircraft comes too close to another aircraft. 

- Speed, this is used for separation between aircraft (Speed). This input is optional, 
when performed it serves as a reminder or for coordination with other ATCOs. 

The SEC gives the instructions via a frequency call to the pilot, the pilot is obligated to give 
always a read-back to the controller to confirm the instructions. Just before the flight leaves 
the sector volume, the SEC calls the pilot and provides the next frequency for the pilot to 
establish contact with. Again the pilot has to give a read-back, and the controller can make 
the corresponding input to cancel assume the flight (XASM) which turns the label grey. 
Additionally, the controller might take the decision to not assume the flight at all, although 
the aircraft will physically be in the sector volume the responsibility of that aircraft will be of 
another ATCO than the one controlling that sector volume. Such a decision is communicated 
through the inputs Skip, Bypass or Delegate. 
To prevent any kind of conflict, the controllers have to always maintain a minimum distance 
of 5 nautical miles horizontally and 2000 feet vertically between two or multiple aircraft. 
More aircraft in the sector volume makes the situation slightly more difficult, because the 
controller has to take into account each aircraft when making decisions. However, how 
much the complexity increases depends on the distance between the aircraft, the direction 
they are flying in respect to each other, and the speed they are flying at. If the minimum 
separation distance is violated a conflict occurs. This does not mean there will be an accident, 
but the system warns the controllers and it is listed as a conflict. The controllers still have 
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enough time to manage the situation. In Appendix B two situations will be described in 
which the controller has to navigate two aircraft near to each other. 
The air traffic controller creates a plan to efficiently and safely manoeuvre the air traffic 
through the sector volume. Based on new information about the traffic throughput the 
controller adjusts the plan to ensure safety and efficiency. From the previous task 
description a list of main tasks can be developed: 

- Allowing a flight to enter the operating sector (assume, ASM). 
- Sending a flight to the next sector (cancel assume, XASM). 
- Give instructions to the pilot: this can be a change in flight level, a speed change, a 

direct point or a heading. 
- Active conflict search. 
- Monitoring. 

In order to complete these tasks, controllers have to perform several actions. The actions 
differ in duration, amount and kind of effort needed from the controller. The actions 
controllers have to carry out in order to complete the tasks are: 

- Listening to the pilot calling (unexpected/expected): this can be unexpected meaning 
that the controller does not exactly know when the pilot will call, or expected if the 
controller knows the pilot will call, e.g. to confirm the information. 

- Listening to co-workers: this can be the partner from the same sector or controllers 
from other sectors which are calling. 

- Talking to pilots: to get information, to give instructions or information. 
- Talking to co-workers: to get information, or to give information. 
- Scanning the radar screen: to get the overall picture, to find a specific item, or to 

identify a potential conflict. 
- Using the mouse or touchscreen to make an input: controllers can make inputs using 

their mouse and some inputs can be made on a touchscreen. 

The list of tasks that can be linked to a click is shown below, the corresponding click is shown 
in italic, and a thorough description of the tasks can be found in Appendix D.  

- Assume (ASM) 
- Cancel assume (XASM) 
- Cleared flight level (CFL) 
- Direction input; either TO, VIA or Heading 
- Flight level inputs (NFL, TFL, ECL, PFL) 
- Delegate; either Skip, Bypass or Delegate 
- Clean the radar screen (XLeg) 
- Speed input (Speed) 
- Separation detection (Conflict) 
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3.2 Defining workload 

In October 2012 a workshop was organised to identify the factors that have an influence on 
the workload of ATCOs at MUAC. Each factor has several components that can be measured: 

1) Time available; the number of aircraft on the frequency, the number of clearances, 
time before an action has to take place, the number of aircraft in the sector volume, 
and the sector volume size. 

2) Weather; strong wind, weather impact (occupancy change), strong wind change, 
turbulence, and weather related requests. 

3) MTCD (Medium Term Conflict Detection); the number of MTCD interactions, 
predicted conflicts, the number of required interactions, and traffic segregation. 

4) Aircraft; flight level, the number of aircraft on the frequency (also mentioned in time 
available), the number of flights close to the sector volume, aircraft mix, and aircraft 
equipment. 

5) Conflict; the number of conflicts per time unit, the number of involved aircraft in 
MTCD, the geometric location and duration of conflict, and the number of aircraft in 
conflict. 

6) Airspace; the number of transitional areas, military impact, crossing military traffic, 
the number of restrictions, distance between restriction points, the number of 
unusual flights, and the number of military aircraft outside the military area. 

The reason for providing this list is to show that many different dynamic factors influence 
the ATCO workload. In other words, these factors determine the traffic complexity an ATCO 
has to cope with.  In addition to these factors, the subjective experience influences the 
workload. This subjective experience is influenced for example by the number of years’ 
experience or age. Because of the difficulty to measure the complexity of different situations 
and the subjective workload, in this research task load is used to determine the workload. 
Task load is defined as the time it takes a controller to complete a task, it is thus equal to the 
duration of a task.  

3.3 Existing measurement techniques at MUAC 

This section investigates two existing methodologies, the AENA workload model and the 
CAPAN model. Both methodologies are currently used by MUAC to determine the workload 
of air traffic controllers. The AENA workload model is used to look for a difference in 
workload between different sector volumes. The CAPAN model is investigated to determine 
the potential and limitation of the model, because this model is mostly used in airspace 
design decisions. 
 
AENA workload model 
In 2009, MUAC hired a consulting firm (AENA) to develop a workload model. This workload 
model is based on the Multiple Workload Model (MWM) developed by Wickens (CRIDA, 
2009). The MWM takes into account the different cognitive channels of the human brain and 
allocates based on these channels weights to the several actions a controller has to fulfil to 
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complete a task. Additionally each action has a certain duration, which is the time it takes 
the controller to complete the action. Adding the durations and weights of the separate 
actions gives the total duration and weight for a task. 
In Figure 3-2 two tasks are visualised, task A and task B. The red arrow represents the click 
the controller makes to register the input in the system. The corresponding workload is the 
area of the rectangle (duration multiplied by the weight). 

 
Figure 3-2: Two tasks with their corresponding weight, duration and offset. 

Because of the lean documentation available at MUAC about the AENA workload model, it is 
not clear what this weight factor exactly represents. As far as we understood it represents 
the difficulty of a task, and it is determined through numerous studies and feedback of 
experts (CRIDA, 2009). 
Each task happens with a certain probability according to the AENA workload model. Figure 
3-3 shows an example of one of the tasks associated with an aircraft entering the sector 
volume, which happens in 60% of the cases. The x-axis represents the corresponding 
duration and the number next to the actions represents the corresponding weight. The total 
time to assume a flight takes 9.23 seconds according to the AENA workload model. The task 
starts with the pilot calling the frequency from the sector volume he wants to enter, as 
described in section 3.1. The red boxed action is the mouse click the controller makes to tell 
the system the flight is assumed, which is then registered and stored in the database. As can 
be seen the click happens more or less in the middle of the task, so the task already started 
before the click is made and continues after it. According to the AENA workload model, in 
40% of the cases this task takes 6 seconds longer because of a wrong read-back of the pilot. 
In that case the pilot has to give the instructions again, and the controller has to listen again 
to the read-back of the pilot. The workload then increases with 102, multiplying the 
additional time with the corresponding weight factor. As already mentioned it is not known 
what this number exactly represents. 

Workload 
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Figure 3-3: Visualisation of the actions a controller has to perform when assuming a flight into the sector 
volume. 

From the documentation it is also not clear how tasks are linked to a flight. It is not known if 
each flight requires all tasks or if there is some allocation algorithm defined by AENA. 
Therefore, to get a workload measurement based on the AENA workload model in this 
research, it is linked to the click database. Each task defined in the AENA workload model 
has a corresponding click, to get a workload measurement based on the AENA workload 
model the click data was used as trigger for the corresponding task. The defined probability 
ratios for each task were used as weight factor to calculate the workload for that task. 
The AENA workload model was not executed as it was intended by AENA in this research, it 
was linked to the clicks because of the lean documentation. Therefore, based on the weights 
derived by AENA for the different tasks the relation between a click and workload is analysed. 
For four different sector volumes the workload based on the AENA workload model was 
determined based on the clicks that were made in these sector volumes. Graph 3-1 shows 
this relation between clicks and workload. The four sector volumes differ in their shape, 
BRUSSELS TOTAL is the sector volume that represents the whole Brussels sector group and is 
therefore the largest sector volume, BRUSSELS EAST represents the east part of the Brussels 
sector group and is half as big as BRUSSELS. OLNO TOTAL consists of two sectors and OLNO 
LOW is one sector and thereby the smallest sector volume.  
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Graph 3-1: Scatter plot with the corresponding regression lines for four Brussels sector volumes, varying from 
the largest sector volume to the smallest sector volume. 

The relation between the clicks and the AENA workload model is linear, the corresponding R-
square values are 0.600, 0.7884, 0.7083 and 0.6783 respectively. This is not a surprise 
because the clicks are multiplied by a fixed factor per click. However, the slopes differ 
between the sector volumes. In the smaller sector volumes one click can be associated with 
more workload than one click in a larger sector volume. For example, 10 clicks in the OLNO 
LOW have a corresponding workload of 166, whereas 10 clicks in BRUSSELS TOTAL have a 
corresponding workload of 114. This can be linked to the size of the sector volume, but also 
to the amount of traffic. The BRUSSELS TOTAL sector volume is for example only open during 
night and has a lower traffic throughput than the OLNO LOW sector volume which is open 
during day with a relative high traffic throughput. It might therefore be concluded that the 
traffic density has an influence on the amount of workload per click. Traffic density is the 
number of aircraft at a time in a sector volume. If the traffic density increases, the workload 
per click increases. 
 
CAPAN workload model 
CAPAN (ATC Capacity Analyser tool) is a method to measure capacity, it computes an 
estimation of controller’s workload for a given traffic demand. To get the necessary traffic 
data CAPAN is integrated into SAAM (System for traffic Assignment and Analysis at a 
Macroscopic level), one of the simulation tools used at MUAC. SAAM is used to model, 
analyse and visualise route networks and sector volume developments (SAAM, n.d.). Its 
purpose is to help improve airspace design and sector capacity, through designing and 
redesigning air traffic networks and sector volume shapes. SAAM measures controller 
workload based on CAPAN. On the one hand, SAAM can be used to analyse historical traffic 
data based on current airspace design, and derive sector load from it in terms of traffic 
throughput and controller workload. On the other hand, it is possible to put in new sector 
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volumes and analyse the potential of a redesign in terms of traffic throughput and controller 
workload.  
For each flight crossing a sector a set of basic ATCO tasks is recorded according to the flight 
profiles, the critical events of the flight through the airspace and the conflicts detected. Each 
task is linked to one, or both, of the two controlling positions (executive and planning 
controller) and has a certain duration. As input SAAM needs; a traffic sample file, in which 
4D flight profiles are saved, an intersection file which defines the sector entries of the flights, 
a file that contains the conflicts detected for the included flights, a file which describes the 
sector characteristics in terms of size, a file that contains the airblocks which are used to 
define the sector, and a file that contains the defined tasks with the corresponding durations. 
The list of tasks and durations for both controllers can be found in Appendix C. Based on this 
the CAPAN model produces the following output; a simulation log which contains every 
detail for each flight, a file that contains the main results per sector, such as the total 
number of flights, the total flight time, SEC and SPC peak hour workloads, total working time 
and estimated sector capacity, and for each sector a separate file with detailed information 
such as hourly traffic entry rates, the workload for the SEC and SPC, and occupancy levels. To 
determine if CAPAN produces the executive controller workload correctly it is compared 
with the traffic throughput. 
To get the workload distribution of the executive controller for one sector volume on one 
day the process as shown in Figure 3-4 was conducted. The BRUSSELS EAST HIGH sector 
volume on Friday the 10th of June 2011 was used as example. There is no specific reason why 
the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH sector volume was chosen, the 10th of June was chosen because it 
had the highest traffic demand in that month. First a SAAM simulation was executed based 
on the executed radar traffic data from Friday the 10th of June to get the required 
documents for the CAPAN method. Based on the flight profiles and conflict detection file 
produced by the simulation and the look-up table which defines the CAPAN parameters, the 
CAPAN model was executed. As output the workload of the executive controller during the 
whole day was given for each separate sector. To get the workload of the executive 
controller during the sector opening times (SOTs) of the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, the workload 
of the sectors OLNO HIGH and LUXEMBOURGH HIGH were summed up to get the BRUSSELS 
EAST HIGH. Because CAPAN does not take into account the SOT of a sector volume, the 
executed SOT data was used to filter for the correct sector opening times on that day. As 
output the workload distribution over Friday the 10th of June for the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH 
was produced based on the CAPAN workload model.  
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Figure 3-4: Process to determine the CAPAN workload for BRUSSELS EAST HIGH on Friday the 10th of June 2011. 

To determine the correctness of the CAPAN model, the workload distribution is compared 
with the corresponding occupancy level. The occupancy levels for the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH 
are based on the actual traffic throughput of that day, this means that the occupancy can be 
used as reference. 
In Graph 3-2 this workload distribution is plotted together with the occupancy levels for the 
same day and sector volume. The CAPAN workload curve shows a very different behaviour 
than the occupancy level. For example, between 5 o’clock and 6 o’clock the occupancy has 
dip between two peaks, but the workload does not represent such a dip. Then, for example, 
around 09:00 and 14:30 the occupancy increases whereas the workload decreases. 
Sometimes the workload reflects the increase of occupancy, as at 6 o’clock, but at other 
moments it shows an opposite behaviour. Both the CAPAN workload and the occupancy are 
determined on the same traffic data, for the same amount of traffic at the same time. Based 
on this data it can be concluded that the CAPAN workload model determines the executive 
controller workload incorrectly. 

 
Graph 3-2: The CAPAN workload, is given by the green line on the left y-axis in seconds, and occupancy levels 
are given by the(red dashed line) on the right y-axis for BRUSSELS EAST HIGH on Friday the 10th of June 2011. 
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4 Design 

The aim of this research is to develop a methodology that can be used to compare sector 
volumes based on their workload. In this chapter the model will be designed. First section 
4.1 discusses several methodologies to find the most optimal one for the purpose of this 
study. Thereafter, section 4.2 designs the model based on the controller clicks which will be 
used in this research to determine the workload of sector volumes. Section 4.3 looks into the 
distribution of the different clicks in an average sector volume, to determine what the most 
occurring clicks are. Then section 4.4 investigates the relation between task load and the 
number of clicks, based on example sector volumes, the relation between task load and 
number of clicks is expected to be linear from what we saw in the previous chapter when 
investigating the AENA workload model. Section 4.4 also investigates the relation between 
task load and the occupancy levels, this will be done for an example sector volume. We 
expect to find a relation between the two, however this will not be a linear one because it is 
already known that task load does not only depends on occupancy but also on the traffic 
complexity. Next, section 4.5 introduces the methodology that will be used to compare 
sector volumes. The sector opening times differ per sector volume, therefore when 
comparing sector volumes this difference must be accounted for. Lastly, section 4.6 gives the 
conclusions for the developed model. 

4.1 Alternative methodologies 

Different methodologies are possible to determine the load of a sector volume. It is possible 
to interview controllers or let them fill out a questionnaire, for example directly after a shift, 
to determine their experience of the workload during the shift and link this to the sector 
volume they were working on. This is very subjective and it might be biased by several 
personal factors such as age, experience, or the mood of the controller when he answered 
the questions or even during the shift. Another methodology is determining the traffic 
throughput of the sector volume. This method is very objective and common to base 
decisions on, such as resource allocations. The drawback of this methodology is that the 
amount of traffic does not cover all workload aspects of the sector volume. As previously 
mentioned complexity of the traffic has also an influence on the sector volume workload and 
is not accounted for when using only the traffic demand.  
The mathematical model developed by Chaboud et al. (2000), discussed in section 2.1, is a 
simple model that can be used to compare sector volumes. One of the limitations of that 
model is that it does not make a difference between the climbs and descents. The other 
mathematical model discussed in section 2.1 developed by Schmidt (1978) only looks to the 
utilization, idle period and task delay of controller workload, it does not take complexity into 
account. This queuing model uses a probability function to determine the arrival time and 
service time of an aircraft, which adds a high amount of uncertainty into the output. This 
methodology again only looks to the amount of aircraft and does not take into account the 
different tasks which have to be completed.  
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Section 2.1 also discusses task analytical models, the study conducted by Mills et al. (2002) 
found that controller entries explain a relative high amount of the task load (26% of the 
variance). At MUAC a database exists since September 2010 which records all click inputs 
made by controllers, which can be used to determine the task load. Manning et al. (2001) 
found that adding the frequency load increases the explained variance, however currently 
this data is not available at MUAC. The AENA workload model uses probabilities to 
determine the task load, whereas we want to use actual data which represents tasks that 
were actually conducted. Lastly, from the previous chapter we discovered that the CAPAN 
workload model determines the workload incorrectly. It is not exactly known how CAPAN 
determines the tasks that have to be completed for each flight. Because of the high 
uncertainty about how the model works, it seems better to develop a new methodology. 
Based on the findings from Mills et al. (2002) it is expected that controller clicks have high 
potential of determining the task load of a sector volume correctly. MUAC has a thorough 
database in which all clicks are registered since September 2010, this database will be used 
in this research. The data from June 2011 is investigated, this month was chosen because it 
is used as reference month by MUAC in several studies. From section 3.1 we know that the 
clicks made by the executive controller represent the workload of a sector volume, the 
planner controller has mostly tasks that do not require a click (e.g. communication with 
other ACCs). So only the clicks of the executive controller are taken into account. One 
limitation of using controller clicks is that not every task requires a click, for example 
monitoring the traffic cannot be measured with a click. However, the aim is to compare 
sector volumes and it can be assumed that each sector volume requires the same amount of 
monitoring. During the day air traffic controllers switch sector volumes, so it might be the 
case that an ATCO is responsible for a different sector volume during the second shift than 
he was for the first shift. Therefore the clicks of a sector volume are not biased by individual 
controllers. 

4.2 Controller click model 

Since September 2010 MUAC registers all system inputs. These system inputs consist of 
controller click inputs and automatically generated inputs which are linked to a specific 
aircraft. To be able to use the data in this research to determine the sector volume load, it 
was necessary to link each click to a sector volume. The data of June 2011 was prepared by 
MUAC engineers to have all necessarily data in it. 
The main purpose of this research is to help improve airspace design by developing a 
method to compare sector volumes. The data was analysed to decide which inputs had to be 
included into the model to determine the workload of the sector volumes. Some of the 
registered inputs are automatically generated by the system and do not represent a task 
conducted by the controller. Only the clicks that can be linked to the tasks the executive 
controller performs, which are described in section 3.1, are included in the methodology. 
This resulted in sixteen clicks matched to their respective tasks, and the corresponding 
durations were determined in a workshop organised at MUAC in February 2013. A 
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description of the sixteen tasks can be found in Appendix D. Table 4-1 lists the tasks and 
their duration.  

Table 4-1: Controller tasks with corresponding duration based on the workshop 
held at MUAC. 

t Task 
(click) 

Duration 
(seconds) 

1 ASM 13 
2 XASM 8 
3 CFL 11 
4 TO 10 
5 VIA 12 
6 Heading 10 
7 Speed 10 
8 Conflict 6 
9 TFL 6 
10 ECL 6 
11 NFL 12 
12 PFL 6 
13 XLeg 2 
14 Skip 6 
15 Bypass 6 
16 Delegate 8 

MS Excel was used to investigate the data and an algorithm was written in VBA to extract for 
different sector volumes the sixteen clicks that were made by the executive controller from 
the database. After arranging the data per day per sector volume, the number of clicks per 
minute is derived by summing up the clicks per minute. It was chosen to sum the clicks per 
minute because a smaller interval is not possible as the duration of tasks than exceeds the 
interval which makes it difficult to analyse. A larger interval decreases the accuracy to 
determine peaks, because the high fluctuation in workload would flatten the peaks and dips. 
It is important to identify peaks as they represent an increased workload, and the aim is to 
identify high workload and balance it over the airspace. The task load is derived by using the 
corresponding duration (seconds) each task takes to fulfil (Table 4-1), in formula: 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑚
= 𝑥𝑚,1 + 𝑥𝑚,2 + 𝑥𝑚,3 + 𝑥𝑚,4 + 𝑥𝑚,5 + 𝑥𝑚,6 + 𝑥𝑚,7 + 𝑥𝑚,8 + 𝑥𝑚,9 + 𝑥𝑚,10 + 𝑥𝑚,11

+ 𝑥𝑚,12 + 𝑥𝑚,13 + 𝑥𝑚,14 + 𝑥𝑚,15 + 𝑥𝑚,16 

𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑚 = 𝑥𝑚,1 × 13 + 𝑥𝑚,2 × 8 + 𝑥𝑚,3 × 11 + 𝑥𝑚,4 × 10 + 𝑥𝑚,5 × 12 + 𝑥𝑚,6 × 10 + 𝑥𝑚,7

× 10 + 𝑥𝑚,8 × 6 + 𝑥𝑚,9 × 6 + 𝑥𝑚,10 × 6 + 𝑥𝑚,11 × 12 + 𝑥𝑚,12 × 6 + 𝑥𝑚,13 × 2
+ 𝑥𝑚,14 × 6 + 𝑥𝑚,15 × 6 + 𝑥𝑚,16 × 8 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑚:𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚 
𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑚: 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚, 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 
𝑚:𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑦, 0, … ,1440 
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𝑥𝑚,𝑡:𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚, 𝑡 = 1, … ,16 

The number of clicks and task load fluctuate a lot during the day. The goal is to identify peaks 
and flatten them by balancing the workload over the different sector volumes. However, if 
the workload increases in one minute and decreases again the next minute and stays low, it 
is not efficient to shift the workload of that one minute to another sector volume. Therefore 
an 11 minute central moving average was taken to get a better view of the number of clicks 
and task load. A central moving average was chosen because of the high fluctuation in 
amount of clicks per minute. A normal 11 minute moving average, using only data from 
previous minutes, means that the interval between the current minute and the first minute 
used for the average would be 9 minutes. Such a moving average would shift the graph out 
of context and would not represent the actual opening times accurately (see Graph 8-1 in 
Appendix E). A central moving average with 5 minutes in the past and 5 minutes in the 
future represents a more accurate number of clicks and task load for that minute. A larger 
range than 11 minutes would flatten the peaks too much and we would not be able to 
identify the peaks, which is required for the purpose of this research. The corresponding 
formula to calculate this moving average is: 

𝑀𝑂𝑉𝐴𝑉𝐺𝑚 =
�∑ 𝑌𝑚+𝑟

5
𝑟=−5 �

11
 

𝑀𝑂𝑉𝐴𝑉𝐺𝑚:𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚 
𝑌𝑚+𝑟:𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚 + 𝑟 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 
𝑟: 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 

To have an indication whether the clicks do represent the workload of a sector volume, 
occupancy is used as reference. Occupancy is the total number of aircraft on the frequency 
of the sector volume in a minute. The occupancy also fluctuates during the day, so the same 
formula as for the number of clicks and task load was used to calculate the central moving 
average. It is expected that there will be a relation between the task load and the occupancy, 
however task load is also influenced by traffic complexity thus the relation should not be 
linear. 

The following three assumptions were made for the methodology: 
- Each task has a constant duration. 
- Each task is executed separately. 
- Military activity does not influence the number of clicks of a sector volume. 

The duration of a task fluctuates depending on the situation, for example it depends on the 
time it takes the controller to give the read-back. The methodology we developed assumes 
that each task has a fixed duration which is based on expert opinions. It is known that 
controllers combine different tasks into one task and thereby reduce the total time to 
execute the tasks (see Appendix F). To be able to incorporate this, one or more experts must 
identify such combinations and they must be identified in the click data. This research 
assumes that each task is executed separately. The last assumption assumes that military 
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activity does not influence the task load of a sector volume, this assumption can be made 
because the decision for sector opening times take into account military activity. The first 
two assumptions should not influence the accuracy of the methodology because sector 
volumes are compared based on the same methodology. So as long as in each sector volume 
on average each click represents the same it does not matter that the methodology uses 
constant durations and assumes that each task is executed separately. Not each sector 
volume has a military area in it, thus the third assumption is necessary to be able to compare 
them. 

4.3 Click distribution over different sector volumes 

The first step towards a methodology based on controller clicks to determine the workload 
of a sector volume is to investigate the data. Over all sector volumes the average number of 
clicks and task load per click is determined. In Graph 4-1 we see the distribution of the 
number of clicks and the task load in percentage of the total number of clicks and the total 
task load respectively. The inputs assume, cancel assume and cleared flight level (ASM, 
XASM and CFL respectively) account together for more than 50% of both the number of 
clicks and the task load. The difference between the number of clicks of ASM and XASM is 
very small (18.1% and 17.7% respectively) whereas the difference between the task loads for 
the two is 24.4% and 14.7% respectively. This is explained by the different amount of time it 
takes to assume a flight and to cancel assume a flight. That the amount of assumes is slightly 
higher is because cancel assume is not mandatory whereas assume is. TO, Heading and VIA 
are all three direct instructions, adding them to the previous three inputs they account 
together for 73% of the number of clicks and they account for 81% of the task load. In the 
case study the distribution of tasks over the different sector volumes will be investigated, to 
identify whether there is a difference between the sector volumes. During the discussion of 
the different distributions of the sector volumes TO, Heading and VIA are combined into one 
task called Direct. All inputs that account for less than 5% of the number of clicks and task 
load are not discussed in the case study, because they only have a minor influence on the 
load of a sector volume. 
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Graph 4-1: Distribution of the number of clicks and the task load in percentage of the total number of clicks and 
the total task, based on the average of seven sector volumes over 22 weekdays. 

4.4 Task load distribution 

Now that the task distribution is known, the relation between task load and the number of 
clicks will be investigated. Friday the 10th of June 2011 is used as the reference day because 
traffic was the highest on that day in June 2011. A high traffic amount ensures that all often 
used sector volumes were active on that day. Seven sector volumes were identified to be 
open between 04:30 and 20:30, the busiest hours of traffic at MUAC. It was chosen to 
exclude data between 20:30 and 04:30 because the amount of traffic between these hours is 
very low and a sector volume will therefore never reach its capacity. A scatter plot for the 
relation between the number of clicks and task load was conducted for the seven sector 
volumes (see Graph 4-2 and Appendix E Graph 8-2). To identify the relation between the two, 
a linear regression analysis was conducted, the corresponding regression lines with the 
respective R-square values are also included in Appendix E Graph 8-2. From the scatter plots 
we can conclude that the relation between task load and the number of clicks is indeed 
linear as expected, and that the relation is very similar for the different sector volumes. As a 
rule of thumb it can be said that one click is equal to a task load of 10 seconds. In Graph 4-2 
the linear line corresponding to this rule of thumb is plotted into the scatter plot, and the 
corresponding R-square values are given. In the remaining research we will only use the task 
load, and not the number of clicks anymore, because of the linear relation it can be easily 
converted into number of clicks.  
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Graph 4-2: Scatter plots for the relation between number of clicks and task load for seven sector volumes with 
the linear formula y=10x to represent the rule of thumb and the corresponding R-square values for each sector 
volume. 

Occupancy is one of the most used factors to determine the load of a sector volume, it is 
therefore used as reference. To determine the relation between the task load and the 
occupancy their distribution is investigated over one day for an example sector volume 
(Graph 4-3). The curves for task load and occupancy follow more or less the same pattern, 
they have their peaks more or less at the same moment in times. For example between 
08:30 and 09:30, there is a peak in both curves around 08:30 followed by a dip around 08:45 
and then a peak around 09:15. However, the two peaks for the task load are more or less 
equal whereas the first peak for the occupancy is lower than the second peak. So it shows 
the same behaviour, increasing and decreasing at the same times, however the steepness is 
very differently. The relation between the two is as expected non-linear and also not a 
polynomial one (see Appendix E Graph 8-3), task load is not only influenced by the number 
of aircraft in the sector volume but also by the traffic complexity. It shows us however, that 
the task load does increase when the occupancy increases. This is an indication that task 
load can be used as a measurement of the load of a sector volume, and is perhaps a better 
measurement than occupancy because it takes into account traffic complexity.  
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Graph 4-3: Distribution of task load, green line on the left y-axis, and the occupancy red dashed line on the 
right y-axis, for an example sector volume on Friday the 10th of June 2011. 

4.5 Busy time 

To compare sector volumes not only their individual task load is needed, but also their 
activation time (called sector opening time (SOT)). This is necessary because the SOT for the 
sector volumes differ, per sector volume but also per day. Thus to be able to compare 
different sector volumes on different days the SOTs have to be taken into account. To do this 
the busy time ratio is introduced. 

𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑂𝑇  

The busy time ratio is determined per day based on the total task load of a sector volume on 
a day divided by the total sector opening time for the corresponding sector volume.  

4.6 Conclusions 

Based on the previous three sections the following conclusions can be drawn: 
- ASM, XASM, CFL and Direct account for more than 70% of the number of clicks and 

for more than 80% of the task load. 
- The relation between number of clicks and task load is linear, as a rule of thumb 1 

click = 10 seconds. 
- The relation between task load and occupancy is non-linear because task load is also 

influenced by traffic complexity. 
- It is possible to determine the load of a sector volume based on the number of clicks. 
- Sector volumes can be compared based on their busy time ratio. 
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5 Case study 

A case study was conducted at MUAC on seven sector volumes from the Brussels sector 
group. The purpose of the case study is to identify imbalanced sector volumes and propose 
the best fitting solution to balance the workload over the sector volumes. Currently the 
sector layout is static, one possibility is to keep it static but change the vertical or horizontal 
division. It is also possible to design a dynamic sector layout. This adds more flexibility to use 
the most optimal one. In case of the vertical division this is feasible, but for the horizontal 
sector boundaries it requires too much effort from the controller to adjust every time to new 
sector boundaries.  
It was chosen to investigate only one of the three sector groups, because there is a 
difference in working behaviour between the three sector groups. If the findings from this 
research show that the methodology works correctly, it should not be difficult to expand it 
to the other two sector groups. The selected sector volumes are introduced in section 5.1. 
There is a difference in traffic between weekdays and weekend days, traffic at weekdays is 
higher than during weekend days and it represents the majority time of the week. It was 
therefore chosen to only take weekdays into account. The amount of traffic also differs 
between daytime and night-time. Because traffic increases from 04:30 in the morning and 
decreases again after 20:30 in the evening it was chosen to base the calculations only on the 
data between those hours. Outside of this time interval only one sector volume is active, 
because of the low traffic demand, and it is thus not necessary to balance traffic over 
different sector volumes during night. 
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 discus the results of the case study, section 5.2 discusses the results of 
the Brussels west sector volumes and section 5.3 the results of the Brussels east sector 
volumes. The outline for both section is the same; first, an analysis of the click and task load 
distribution for the different tasks is presented for the discussed sector volumes to 
determine whether there is a difference in tasks between the sector volumes. Thereafter, 
the comparison between the sector volumes based on their task load distribution and 
occupancy over one day is discussed. This is done to identify moments with high task load 
and the potential to shift some of the task load to other sector volumes. If it is found that 
only at some times during the day task load is out of balance a flexible division might be 
beneficial, whereas when it is imbalanced the whole day a new static division is sufficient. 
Lastly, the results of the comparison between the sector volumes based on their busy time 
ratios over the weekdays of June 2011 are discussed. This is done to identify how balanced 
the sector volumes are on average. Based on this it can be decided what change would best 
benefit the sector volume balance. 
This chapter ends with summarizing the findings based on the conducted case study in 
section 5.4. 
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5.1 Brussels sector group 

The focus of this research is on the Brussels sector group (Figure 5-1). Brussels was chosen 
because it is the most dense sector group. Especially the Brussels east part has a high 
amount of climbing and descending traffic, which requires more effort than over-flights. 

 
Figure 5-1: Brussels sector group. 

The Brussels sector group consists of eight different sectors; KOKSY high/low, NICKY 
high/low, OLNO high/low, and LUXEMBOURG high/low. The division flight level in Brussels is 
at 33,500 feet (10,211 meter), which is the vertical split between the lower and the higher 
part. These eight sectors can be combined into 22 different configurations, with up to 6 
sector volumes active (Appendix A).  
The Brussels sector group has 18 different sector volumes, but not every sector volume is 
active each day. To decide which sector volumes will be included in this case study an 
analysis on the clicks was done for Friday the 10th of June. The 10th of June was chosen 
because on this day traffic was the highest in June 2011, therefore it can be expected that 
the sector volumes which are mostly active were active on that day. The click data from 
Friday the 10th of June 2011 of all Brussels sector volumes for the sixteen selected clicks 
were distracted from the data. Eleven sector volumes were active in the Brussels sector 
group on that day. Two sector volumes were only open during the night when traffic is 
relatively low, from 00:00 till 04:45 and from 20:15 till 23:59, they were excluded from the 
analysis leaving nine remaining sector volumes. One sector volume was only open for two 
and a half hour on the 10th of June at the hours when traffic was increasing (04:45 – 5:15 and 
19:00 – 21:00) and another one only for one hour (08:00 – 09:00), so they were also 
excluded from the analysis. The remaining seven sector volumes are selected to conduct the 
case study on: BRUSSELS WEST LOW, BRUSSELS WEST HIGH, BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO 
LOW, LUXEMBOURG LOW, OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL. For the west part of 
Brussels two sector volumes were analysed, BRUSSELS WEST HIGH and BRUSSELS WEST LOW, 
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for the east part five sector volumes were analysed, BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO LOW, 
LUXEMBOURG LOW, OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL.  

5.2 Brussels west 

The BRUSSELS WEST HIGH and the BRUSSELS WEST LOW are most of the time open together, 
they are therefore discussed together and a comparison between them will be made. First 
the task distribution, based on the clicks, will be analysed to identify whether both sector 
volumes have the same amount of task type. Thereafter the task load distribution and the 
occupancy will be compared over one day between the two sector volumes. Lastly, the 
sector volumes will be compared over 22 weekdays based on their busy time ratios. 
 
Task distribution 
First the distribution of the number of clicks per task is investigated for both sector volumes, 
based on the average over 22 weekdays. As discussed in section 4.3 the three direct 
instructions (TO, Heading and VIA) are combined into the task Direct, and all tasks 
accounting for less than 5% are excluded from the discussion. Graph 5-1 shows the average 
percentage for five tasks for the BRUSSELS WEST HIGH and the BRUSSELS WEST LOW, and 
the average number of clicks per working hour, which represents the average number of 
tasks executed per working hour.  

 
Graph 5-1: Average percentage for five task based on the average total number of clicks per day for BRUSSELS 
WEST HIGH (blue bars) and BRUSSELS WEST LOW (red bars) over 22 weekdays of June 2011, and the average 
number of clicks per working hour. 

The BRUSSELS WEST LOW makes slightly more clicks per working hour than the BRUSSELS 
WEST HIGH, which means 34 tasks more where executed in the BRUSSELS WEST LOW. On 
average both sector volumes have the same amount of traffic throughput per day based on 
the number of ASM clicks made. The XASM inputs are more or less the same as the ASM 
inputs, which is correct because each flight that is assumed should also be cancel assumed. 
The average number of Conflict inputs is in both sector volumes more or less the same. The 
largest difference is in the CFL inputs. On average the BRUSSELS WEST LOW made 1.5 CFL 
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inputs per flight whereas the BRUSSELS WEST HIGH made less than 1 CFL input per flight. 
The high amount of CFL inputs in the lower part occurs because flights coming from London 
enter MUAC between 24,500 feet and 29,000 feet and have to climb to 31,000 feet and 
above. So the controllers from BRUSSELS WEST LOW have to direct many flights to higher 
flight levels. That, on average, a flight gets more than one CFL inputs is because some flights 
have to climb in steps, meaning that it is not possible to let them climb from 24,500 feet to 
31,000 feet directly, for example, because of other aircraft that are crossing their flight path. 
Also the number of Direct inputs is higher in the BRUSSELS WEST LOW than in the BRUSSELS 
WEST HIGH, 1.2 per flight and 1 per flight respectively. 
 
Task load distribution 
The task load distribution for both sector volumes on one day is determined based on the 
developed model. It was chosen to show the distribution over Thursday the 30th of June 
2011, because on that day the busy time ratios between the two sector volumes differ the 
most (see Graph 5-7). The task load distribution and occupancy levels of the BRUSSELS WEST 
HIGH are shown in Graph 5-2. 

 
Graph 5-2: Task load distribution (blue line, left y-axis in seconds) and occupancy levels (dashed green line, 
right y-axis in number of aircraft) for BRUSSELS WEST HIGH on Thursday the 30th of June 2011. 

The maximum occupancy level of BRUSSELS WEST HIGH is 20 aircraft per minute. As we can 
see in the graph the maximum capacity (occupancy) was not once reached. The two 
distributions have more or less the same curve, which points at the relation between task 
load and occupancy. Sometimes, e.g. between 11:00 and 12:00, the occupancy is a bit later 
in increasing and decreasing, this can be explained because controllers assume and cancel 
assume a flight just before it enters the sector volume and leaves the sector volume 
respectively. 
Graph 5-3 shows the distributions for BRUSSELS WEST LOW on Thursday the 30th of June 
2011. 
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Graph 5-3: Task load distribution (red line, left y-axis in seconds) and occupancy levels (dashed green line, right 
y-axis in number of aircraft) for BRUSSELS WEST LOW on Thursday the 30th of June 2011. 

For the BRUSSELS WEST LOW the maximum occupancy level is 14 aircraft per minute, which 
was not reached. Also here the curves for the two distributions are more or less the same. 
However, for example around 2 o’clock in the afternoon we see a sharp increase in the task 
load whereas the occupancy shows a smaller increase. This shows that the task load not only 
depends on the occupancy but also on other factors. After taking a deeper look into the click 
data, it was discovered that 15 CFL inputs were made within 4 minutes, which account 
already for almost 3 minutes. Also more Speed and Heading inputs were made at that time, 
which are both mostly used in complex situations to separate flights. This indicates that the 
task load is also influenced by traffic complexity. Sometimes the task load exceeds 60 
seconds, as already mentioned in section 4.2 and shown in Appendix F this happens because 
controllers combine tasks and thereby reduce the duration of the tasks, which is not 
accounted for in this research. 
To compare the task load distribution of the two sector volumes of one day, the two graphs 
are combined into one graph (see Graph 5-4). Three times are marked; during these times it 
would have been beneficial to shift task load from the BRUSSELS WEST LOW to the BRUSSELS 
WEST HIGH, because the difference between the two is relatively high. 
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Graph 5-4: Task load distribution for BRUSSELS WEST HIGH (blue line) and BRUSSELS WEST LOW (red line) on 
Thursday the 30th of June 2011.  

Busy time ratios 
Between 05:00 and 20:00 BRUSSELS WEST HIGH and BRUSSELS WEST LOW are active most of 
the time and represent together the whole west part of the Brussels sector group. Only 
during 8 days BRUSSELS WEST LOW was split into KOKSY LOW and NICKY LOW. When this 
happens it means that the load of the lower part of Brussels west increased up to the 
threshold set by supervisors and FMPs, making it necessary to split the sector volume into 
two parts.  
First the busy time ratios of the two sector volumes were analysed separately. Graph 5-5 
shows the busy time ratios on weekdays in June 2011 for BRUSSELS WEST HIGH (above 
33,500 feet). The average busy time ratio for BRUSSELS WEST HIGH is 55%.  

 
Graph 5-5: The busy time ratio for BRUSSELS WEST HIGH during weekdays in June 2011. 
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For the BRUSSELS WEST LOW (24,500 feet – 33,500 feet) the findings are given in Graph 5-6.  

 
Graph 5-6: The busy time, given in percentage of the active time, for BRUSSELS WEST LOW during weekdays 
from June 2011. 

The average busy time ratio for BRUSSELS WEST LOW is 62%, this is 7% higher on average 
than the BRUSSELS WEST HIGH. As we can see from Graph 5-6 the busy time ratio slightly 
increases during the month June 2011, and reaching its peak level on the 30th of June with a 
ratio of 72%.  
Graph 5-7 plots the two graphs into one graph. On the 7th of June the two sector volumes 
are equally balanced. However, on for example the 14th of June and the 30th of June they 
were imbalanced. On these days it would have been beneficial to have for example a 
different division flight level to shift some of the load from the lower sector volume to the 
higher sector volume. 

 
Graph 5-7: The busy time ratios of BRUSSELS WEST HIGH (blue lines) and the BRUSSELS WEST LOW (red lines) 
for each weekday of June 2011, and their corresponding average busy time ratios. 
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5.3 Brussels east 

In the Brussels east part five sector volumes were investigated, BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO 
LOW, LUXEMBOURG LOW, OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL. The BRUSSELS EAST 
HIGH, OLNO LOW, and LUXEMBOURG LOW were always active together and are therefore 
discussed together. The OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL were active together, when 
the other three were not active, and are discussed together.  
Again first the task distribution, based on the clicks, will be analysed to identify whether the 
sector volumes have the same amount of the task type. Thereafter the task load distribution 
and the occupancy will be compared over one day between the sector volumes. Lastly, the 
sector volumes will be compared over 22 weekdays based on their busy time ratios. 
 
BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO LOW, and LUXEMBOURG LOW 
First the results for the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO LOW, and LUXEMBOURG LOW will be 
discussed. 
 
Task distribution 
First the distribution of the number of clicks per task is investigated for the three sector 
volumes, based on the average over 22 weekdays. Graph 5-8 shows the average percentage 
for five tasks for the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO LOW and the LUXUMBOURG LOW, and the 
average number of clicks per working hour, which represents the average number of tasks 
executed per working hour.  

 
Graph 5-8: Average percentage for five task based on the average total number of clicks per day BRUSSELS 
EAST HIGH (blue bars), OLNO LOW (red bars) and LUXEMBOURG LOW (green bars) over 22 weekdays of June 
2011, and the average number of clicks per working hour. 

The BRUSSELS EAST HIGH made on average more clicks per working hour than the two lower 
sector volumes, and it had a much higher traffic throughput based on the number ASM clicks. 
On average the traffic throughput of the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH was 10 aircraft more per day 
than in the two lower sector volumes combined. The BRUSSELS EAST HIGH has a higher 
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traffic demand because around 50% of the flights, entering the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, are 
over-flights and leave the sector volume above 33,500 feet. The other half comes from or 
goes to airports such as Paris, Frankfurt, Düsseldorf, Cologne or Brussels. These flights enter 
both the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH and one of the two lower sector volumes. Around 67% of the 
flights that enter LUXEMBOURG LOW also enter BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, and around 33% of 
the flights that enter OLNO LOW enter BRUSSELS EAST HIGH as well. BRUSSELS EAST HIGH 
has thus a higher traffic demand than OLNO LOW and LUXEMBOURG LOW. 
The Conflict inputs were in the lower sector volumes on average exactly the same (116). The 
two lower sector volumes made much more CFL inputs per flight than the higher sector 
volume, 1.6 and 1.5 CFL inputs per flight in the OLNO LOW and the LUXEMBOURG LOW 
respectively and less than one in the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH. The two lower sector volumes 
have mostly traffic that is departing or arriving to the previously mentioned airports, and 
therefore require more level changes. The number of Direct inputs was slightly higher in the 
BRUSSELS EAST HIGH (1.2 compared to 1 and 0.8 Direct inputs per flight for respectively 
BRUSSELS EAST HIGH, OLNO LOW and LUXEMBOURG LOW). 
 
Task load distribution 
The task load distribution and occupancy for the three sector volumes are shown in Graph 
5-9. 

 
Graph 5-9: Task load distribution for BRUSSELS EAST HIGH (blue line on left y-axis), OLNO LOW (red line on y-
axis) and LUXEMBOURG LOW (green line on left y-axis) on Friday the 10th of June 2011, and their corresponding 
occupancy levels (dashed lines on right y-axis). 

For all three sector volumes the capacity was all the time below the maximum occupancy 
levels for the corresponding sector volume. Between 08:00 and 09:30 the BRUSSELS EAST 
HIGH had a high task load compared to both, the OLNO LOW and the LUXEMBOURG LOW, 
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therefore during that time a higher division flight level would be beneficial to lower the load 
of the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH. It is not possible to work with a different division flight level 
between 05:00 and 06:00, for example, because the LUXEMBOURG LOW had at that 
moment also a higher task load and it is not possible to only change the division flight 
between BRUSSELS EAST HIGH and OLNO LOW. This is not possible because then the 
controllers from the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH would have to work with two different division 
flight levels, which is very difficult and exhausting. 
 
Busy time ratios 
The distribution of busy time ratios over the 22 weekdays of June 2011 for the three sector 
volumes and their corresponding average are shown in Graph 5-10.  

 
Graph 5-10: The busy time ratios of BRUSSELS EAST HIGH (blue lines), OLNO LOW (green lines) and the 
LUXEMBOURG LOW (red lines) for each weekday of June 2011, and their corresponding average busy time 
ratios. 

Based on the busy time ratios, the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH is much higher loaded than the two 
lower sector volumes. The two lower sector volumes are more or less equally loaded, with 
one relative high peak for the LUXEMBOURG LOW on the 23rd of June. It is not possible to 
lower the load of the LUXEMBOURG LOW with better use of the current sector 
configurations, because it is not possible to split this sector volume into smaller parts. On the 
23rd of June a different sector shape of the LUXEMBOURG LOW and OLNO LOW could shift 
some of the load of the LUXEMBOURG LOW to the OLNO LOW. In general, on all days a 
higher division flight level would benefit the balance between the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH and 
the two lower sector volumes, a higher division flight would lower the load in the high and 
shift it towards the lower sector volumes. It also benefits the lower sector volumes, because 
they have currently a relatively low task load, a higher task load keeps the controllers more 
alert. 
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OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL 
Now the results for OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL will be discussed in the same 
setting as previously. Both sector volumes cover airspace from 24,500 feet till technical 
infinity and are located next to each other. 
 
Task distribution 
The distribution of the number of clicks per task is investigated for the two sector volumes, 
based on the average over 22 weekdays. Graph 5-11 shows the average percentage for five 
tasks for the OLNO TOTAL and the LUXUMBOURG TOTAL, and the average number of clicks 
per working hour, which represents the average number of tasks executed per working hour. 

 
Graph 5-11: Average percentage for five task based on the average total number of clicks per day OLNO TOTAL 
(blue bars) and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL (red bars) over 22 weekdays of June 2011, and the average number of 
clicks per working hour. 

OLNO TOTAL made on average fewer inputs per working hour than LUXEMBOURG TOTAL, 
but it has a higher traffic throughput compared to the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL (558 ASM 
inputs per day compared to 521 ASM inputs per day).  Both sector volumes made more less 
the same amount of Conflict click. However, the numbers of CFL and Direct inputs are higher 
on average per flight in the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL compared to the OLNO TOTAL. The 
LUXEMBOURG TOTAL makes more CFL inputs because it gets a lot of traffic coming from and 
going to airports such as Cologne, Frankfurt and Brussels. The OLNO TOTAL has less 
departing and arriving traffic from airports and thus makes fewer flight level inputs. 0.9 CFL 
per flight in OLNO TOTAL and 1.2 CFL per flight in LUXEMBOURG TOTAL. Also the higher 
amount of Direct inputs can be explained by this traffic type, 0.8 Direct per flight in OLNO 
TOTAL compared to 1 Direct per flight in LUXEMBOURG TOTAL.  
 
Task load distribution 
The task load distribution and occupancy levels for the two sector volumes are shown in 
Graph 5-12. The maximum occupancy levels were both not reached. Especially in the early 
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evening, between 17:30 and 20:30 the task load of the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL is relative high 
whereas the task load for OLNO TOTAL is relative low. At these times a different sector 
shape to shift load from the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL to the OLNO TOTAL would have been 
beneficial. Looking at the occupancy levels during that time interval, they do not show such a 
high increase for the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL. The occupancy levels are more or less at the 
same level as during the morning. Thus making decisions only on occupancy is not enough to 
capture the total workload of a sector volume. 

 
Graph 5-12: Task load distribution for OLNO TOTAL (blue line on left y-axis) and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL (red line 
on left y-axis) on Friday the 10th of June 2011, and their corresponding occupancy levels (dashed lines on right 
y-axis). 

Busy time ratios 
The distribution of busy time ratios over the 22 weekdays of June 2011 for the two sector 
volumes and their corresponding average are shown in Graph 5-13.  

 
Graph 5-13: The busy time ratios of OLNO TOTAL (blue lines) and the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL (red lines) for each 
weekday of June 2011, and their corresponding average busy time ratios. 
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The two sector volumes do not differ so much in their average busy time ratio, 58% 
compared to 64% for OLNO TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL respectively. To shift task load 
from the one sector volume to the other sector volume in this case is not as easy as changing 
the division flight level. In case of a higher and a lower sector volume a new division flight 
level can be used to shift the task load, whereas by two sector volumes existing next to each 
other the boundary between the sector volumes must be changed. It is much more difficult 
to decide on how this boarder should change because of the high possibilities. Using the 
geographical coordinates associated with each click might help determining where most of 
the clicks happen. 

5.4 Summary 

Based on the case study the following conclusion can be made: 
- The distribution of tasks differs between sector volumes. Especially the number of 

CFL clicks is different between the sector volumes. 
- The relation between task load and occupancy is non-linear, task load is also 

influenced by traffic complexity. 
- The busy time ratio is a usable methodology to compare sector volumes. 
- In Brussels west a new static or flexible division flight level would benefit the balance 

between the two sector volumes.  
- Also in the Brussels east a new static or flexible division flight will benefit the balance 

between the three sector volumes. 
- The difference between the two sector volumes in the Brussels east, which operate 

next to each other, is not so high. It is also more difficult to shift in this case load 
from the one sector volume to the other. 

- Sometimes better use of the different sector configurations would make the MUAC 
airspace more capacity efficient.  
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6 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the conclusions based on the conducted research. The purpose of the 
research was to develop a methodology to compare sector volumes and help decision 
making in airspace design. A new methodology was developed using controller clicks and a 
case study was conducted to identify for one sector group whether the workload is equally 
balanced. Section 6.1 discusses the key findings of this study and gives an answer to the 
research question and sub assignments. It also summarizes the conclusions of the case study. 
Next, in section 6.2 the limitations of this research are listed and the influence on the 
research is discussed. Lastly, section 6.3 gives recommendations for further research and 
practical recommendations based on the findings in this research. 

6.1 Key findings 

The assignment of this Master’s Thesis was to investigate whether air traffic controller clicks 
can be used to balance the workload over the airspace. To complete the purpose of the 
study, several sub assignments were conducted. Air traffic controller workload is associated 
with high complexity, and is difficult to determine solely based on controller clicks. This 
study determined the workload of sector volumes based on the duration of tasks controllers 
have to fulfil (i.e. task load). Controller clicks represent the tasks controllers perform to keep 
the airspace safe and to assure an efficient traffic throughput. The method of using 
controller clicks is newly developed in this research and is based on true input data. However, 
it was recognized that not all workload aspects are represented by clicks. For example, 
monitoring cannot be measured with a click. Also the complexity of different situations 
cannot be determined based on clicks. Thus using solely the controller clicks to determine 
the workload of a sector volume is not possible.  
This research aims to find whether the task load is equally spread over the different sector 
volumes. Therefore, it does not matter whether everything is covered as long as for each 
sector volume the same is included. To determine if the task load of the different sector 
volumes is equally balanced, a busy time ratio is introduced to account for the difference in 
sector opening times. The opening times of the sector volumes differ, between sector 
volumes and weekdays. The busy time ratio is the total task load of a sector volume over a 
day divided by the sector opening time of that day. Based on this ratio sector volumes can 
be compared. 
Based on the conducted case study on the Brussels sector group it was found that in the 
Brussels west as well as in the Brussels east a new division flight level benefits the workload 
balance over the sector volumes. In the Brussels west the lower sector volume was higher 
loaded than the BRUSSELS WEST HIGH, which means that a lower division flight level is 
required. In the Brussels east, however, the BRUSSELS EAST HIGH was higher loaded than 
the lower sector volumes, which requires a higher division flight level to shift workload from 
the higher sector volume to the lower sector volumes. This shows that one fixed division 
flight level is not beneficial and that a flexible division flight level is more beneficial for 
balancing workload equally over the sector volumes. In the Brussels east also the OLNO 
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TOTAL and LUXEMBOURG TOTAL were compared, it was found that the LUXEMBOURG 
TOTAL is higher loaded by a small margin. It is more difficult to shift load from the OLNO 
TOTAL to the LUXEMBOURG TOTAL because the two sector volumes are located next to each 
other, hence a change in the horizontal sector boundaries is required. Changing the 
horizontal boundaries is more difficult as it requires knowledge of where and what exactly 
trigger the higher workload. 
This research developed a new methodology based on controller clicks to balance the 
workload equally over the airspace. This is a step into the direction of developing a 
methodology to determine the workload of air traffic controllers. It was found that 
controller clicks can be used to compare sector volumes based on the busy time ratio. 
However, more knowledge is required on traffic complexity to exactly determine the 
workload of a sector volume. 

6.2 Limitations 

Three assumptions were made for the developed methodolody; each task has a constant 
duration, each task is executed separately, and military activity does not influence the 
number of clicks of a sector volume. Constant task durations were determined during a 
workshop with two controllers and are assumed to be executed separately. Although this is 
not considered to be a limitation to the investigation, as the different sector volumes are 
compared, a questionnaire or additional workshop with more controllers will give more 
accurate results. The assumption that military activity does not influence the click is based 
on the fact that sector opening decisions made by supervisors take into account military 
activity. However, military activity can have an influence on the number of clicks, if 
controllers make fewer inputs for more efficient routes in sector volumes with active military 
areas or make more inputs to separate aircraft. 
Although it was investigated that the selected tasks include the main activities of the 
controllers, it is also recognised that not everything is captured with the clicks (e.g. 
monitoring). However, regardless of the sector volume each controller has to monitor the 
traffic and therefore this is not considered to be a limitation for comparing different sector 
volumes. 

6.3 Recommendations 

Based on the findings some scientific and practical recommendations will be given. The 
scientific recommendations give directions for further research to enhance the usage of 
clicks. The practical recommendations focus on how to use the findings of this research. 
 
Further research 
Two recommendations to focus further research on are determining the load of different 
traffic flows and measuring the weight factor in combination with traffic complexity. 
Because of time restriction, traffic flow analysis was excluded from this investigation. A quick 
analysis was conducted on three different flows, and it was found that there is a difference 
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between the task load distributions over a day of the three traffic flows. The outcome of this 
can be found in Appendix G. A more thorough research is needed to be able to make hard 
conclusions on it and to determine its potentials. Another approach to increasing the 
accuracy of the methodology is to include a weight factor into the model to create a more 
accurate representation of the traffic complexity. To do this, first it must be investigated 
how traffic complexity can be determined based on clicks and how this can be expressed 
into a weight factor. This could be done by linking each click to the aircraft’s geographical 
point at a certain time, and by determining the type and number of tasks executed next to 
each other a complexity profile can be generated to determine the traffic complexity. 
 
Practical 
To use the developed methodology in this research it is necessary to have a database where 
all clicks are registered. The controller clicks can subsequently be used as input for a fast 
time simulation programme to determine workload imbalances between sector volumes and 
to propose new sector layouts for optimum task load distribution. By linking controller clicks 
to the position of the corresponding aircraft the simulation programme can calculate the 
task load of newly designed sector volumes. To analyse for example the potential of a 
different vertical division level at e.g. 35,500 feet, all clicks made below 35,500 feet should 
be counted as an input made by the lower sector volume and all clicks made above 35,500 
feet should be counted as an input made by the higher sector volume. Based on this new 
input click distribution the task load and corresponding busy time ratio can be calculated for 
the new sector volumes. This will give an indication on the load for newly designed sector 
volumes.  
However, there is one limitation to this method. Several clicks are made for an aircraft at a 
specific time and place because of the position to other traffic. With the new division level it 
could be that several clicks would not be made or would be made at a different time and 
position, or more clicks were necessary to separate the traffic. It does not recalculate new 
separation decisions for the new sector volumes. However, because taking away the sector 
volume boundaries and placing new boundaries on the existing traffic and input clicks does 
not change the traffic throughput, it can be assumed that the same kind of inputs would be 
made with the new sector volumes. 
It is recommended to use the outcome of this fast time simulation as a help tool to analyse 
new sectorisation, not to base final decisions on. It does not incorporate the actual workload 
of the controller, thus real time simulations are still necessary to make final decisions.  
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8 Appendix 

A Brussels configurations 

Below the configurations for the Brussels sector group are given, including the sector 
volumes and their corresponding TMV values 

Sector Volume  Description TMV 

EDYYKOL 1) Koksy Low FL245-335 55/60 

EDYYKOK  Koksy FL245+ 57/60 

EDYYNIL 1) Nicky Low FL245-335 50/60 

EDYYNIK  Nicky FL245+ 57/60 

EDYYBWH  West High (NIH+KOH) FL335+ 63/60 

EDYYWSL 1) West Low (NIL+KOL) FL245-335 60/60 

EDYYWST 1) West (NIK+KOK)FL245+ 68/60 

EDYYLNH  Olno High FL335+ 53/60 

EDYYLNL  1) Olno Low FL245-335 48/60 

EDYYLNT 1) Olno FL245+ 68/60 

EDYYLXL  2) Luxembourg Low FL245-FL335 50/60 

  Restrictions:  

  - When EB MIL is active 43/60 

  - When TRA305 is active 45/60 

  - When EB MIL and TRA305 are active 37/60 

EDYYLUX 1), 2) Luxembourg FL245+ 55/60 

  Restrictions:  

  - When EB MIL is active 45/60 

  - When TRA305 is active 50/60 

  - When EB MIL and TRA305 are active 41/60 

EDYYBEL 1) Brussels East Low (LNL + LXL) FL245-335 62/60 

EDYYBEH  Brussels East High (LNH+LXH) FL335+ 60/60 

EDYYBHN 1) Brussels High(KOH+NIH+LNH)  FL335+ 60/60 

EDYYUCE 1) Olno + Luxembourg FL245+  65/60 

EDYYASU  Olno + Luxembourg  + Koksy + Nicky FL245+ 70/60 

EDYYBHC  NIK High + Olno High FL245-335 46/60 
 
1) Indicates that a pre-tactical evaluation on these sectors will be carried out. 
2) Indicates that additional restrictions may apply, e.g. by the activation of certain areas or 

tracks. 
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Flight Sector 

OPS Sectors  

Sector 

Volume 

Normal 

TMV 

 

      

B1 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYASU 70/60  

         

 Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L     

   BOL      

         

B2 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYWST   68/60  

       EDYYUCE 65/60  

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L     

   BNL BOL      

          

B3/1 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYWST 68/60  

       EDYYLNT 68/60  

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLUX 55/60  

   BNL BOL BLL     

          

B3/2 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYKOK 57/60  

       EDYYNIK 57/60  

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYUCE 65/60  

  BKL BNL BOL      

          

B3/3 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH 63/60  

   BNH    EDYYWSL 60/60  

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYUCE 65/60  

   BNL BOL      

          

B3/4 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYWST 68/60  

    BOH   EDYYBEH 60/60  

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYBEL 62/60  

   BNL BOL      

          

B4/1 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYKOK 57/60  

       EDYYNIK 57/60  

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNT 68/60  

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLUX 55/60  
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B4/2 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYWST   68/60   

    BOH   EDYYBEH 60/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNL  48/60   

   BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLXL 50/60   

          

B4/3 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYKOK  57/60   

     BOH   EDYYNIK 57/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYBEH 60/60   

  BKL BNL BOL   EDYYBEL 62/60   

           

B4/4 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBHN 60/60   

   BNH    EDYYLNL  48/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYWSL 60/60   

   BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLUX 55/60   

          

B4/5 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH  63/60   

   BNH    EDYYWSL 60/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNT 68/60   

   BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLUX 55/60   

           

B4/6 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH  63/60   

   BNH BOH   EDYYBEH 60/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYWSL 60/60   

   BNL BOL   EDYYBEL 62/60   

           

B4/7 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYWST 68/60   

    BOH   EDYYLNH   53/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNL 48/60   

   BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLUX 55/60   
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B5/1 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH 63/60   

   BNH    EDYYKOL  55/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYNIL 50/60   

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLNT 68/60   

      EDYYLUX 55/60   

          

B5/2 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYKOK 57/60   

   BNH    EDYYBHC 46/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNL 48/60   

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYNIL 50/60   

      EDYYLUX 55/60   

          

B5/3 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBHN 60/60   

   BNH    EDYYLNL  48/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYKOL  55/60   

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYNIL 50/60   

      EDYYLUX 55/60   

          

B5/4 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYKOK  57/60   

    BOH   EDYYNIK 57/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYBEH 60/60   

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLNL  48/60   

      EDYYLXL 50/60   

          

B5/5 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH  63/60   

   BNH BOH   EDYYBEH 60/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYKOL 55/60   

  BKL BNL BOL   EDYYNIL 50/60   

      EDYYBEL 62/60   
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B5/6 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYKOK  57/60   

    BOH   EDYYNIK  57/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNH  53/60   

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLNL  48/60   

      EDYYLUX 55/60   

          

B5/7 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH  63/60   

   BNH BOH   EDYYLNH   53/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYLNL  48/60   

   BNL BOL BLL  EDYYWSL 60/60   

      EDYYLUX 55/60   

          

B5/8 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH  63/60   

   BNH BOH   EDYYBEH 60/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYWSL 60/60   

   BNL BOL BLL  EDYYLNL 48/60   

      EDYYLXL 50/60   

          

B6 Koksy_H Nicky_H Olno_H Lux_H  EDYYBWH  63/60   

   BNH BOH   EDYYBEH 60/60   

  Koksy_L Nicky_L Olno_L Lux_L  EDYYKOL  55/60   

  BKL BNL BOL BLL  EDYYNIL 50/60   

      EDYYLNL  48/60   

      EDYYLXL 50/60   
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B ATCO tasks 

Consider the situation where two aircraft are flying on the same route, in other words the 
entry point and the exit point are the same. In case they fly on different flight levels and stay 
there, no problem arises. However, when they want to fly on the same flight level and 
aircraft A enters the sector volume before aircraft B, aircraft A will get the orders to fly at 
least a certain minimum speed and aircraft B to fly not more than a certain maximum speed. 
With this speed regulation, aircraft B should stay behind aircraft A all the time with at least 5 
nautical miles between them (Figure 8-1). To give a speed regulation to a pilot, the controller 
calls the pilot and gives the instruction to fly at least or at most a specified speed. The pilot 
has to call back and confirm the instruction. The controller has the choice to put this 
command into the system, it will then be visible in the aircraft label. However, this input is 
not mandatory. 

 
Figure 8-1: Two aircraft on the same route and flight level. A distance of at least 5 nautical miles should be 

between them. 

Another more complex situation with two aircraft arises when they have to cross each other. 
Consider the situation where one aircraft wants to exit north but is actually south of another 
aircraft which wants to exit east (Figure 8-2). They have to cross each other to get to their 
preferred exit place. If they are simultaneously climbing or descending to the same flight 
level the situation gets more complex. So the controller has to perform more actions to keep 
the minimum distance between the two aircraft while aiming them to their exit point. The 
controller can in such a situation use a heading to give directions to the pilot. It is again 
possible to make an input in the system to visualise that the aircraft is on a heading. Another 
possible solution is to stepwise climb or descend the aircraft. This will result in a vertical 
separation instead of a horizontal one. These two possibilities can also be combined. In all 
situations the controller must come up with a plan and give the respective instructions to 
the pilots. The pilots have to feedback the information to confirm that it is understood 
correctly.  

 
Figure 8-2: Two crossing aircraft on the same flight level. 

Many different scenarios can happen in air traffic navigation, and the above described 
scenarios are just examples. With normal traffic a controller has most of the time about 10 
aircraft to monitor so the described situations can be more complex. However, the 
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procedure of actions to complete a task is in most cases quite the same. The above 
descriptions should give a basic introduction of the work an ATCO is doing. 
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C CAPAN Parameters 

The table below shows the CAPAN parameters to determine the controller workload. 
Column three and four give the task load for each task in seconds. 
Task NO EC     PC    EC=EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER PC=PLANNING CONTROLLER   
1 0 1 Receipt of flight information 
5 0 6 Receipt of a time and level estimate from a neighbouring ATC unit 
15 0 6 Transmission of a time and level estimate to the next ACC / Verification of 

ACT transmission 
25 0 3 Receipt of a time and level estimate from the previous sector of the same ACC 
35 0 3 Transmission of a time and level estimate to the next sector of the same ACC 
6 0 10 Receipt of estimate with request for an initial level for aircraft entering from 

above or below the receiving sector. 
16 0 10 Transmission of a time estimate with a request for an initial level clearance 

for an aircraft entering the next ATC unit through a lower or upper limit. 
26 0 6 Receipt of a request for co-ordination and for an initial level clearance of a 

flight entering through from the previous sector of the same ACC. 
36 0 6 Transmission  of a request for coordination and for an initial level clearance of 

a flight from the previous sector of the same ACC. Applies to conditions of 
Task 26 

44 2 6 Receipt of an electronic flight progress strip or paper strip 
45 0 3 Remove flight progress strip 
49 3 0 Conflict search to establish an initial level clearance for a flight entering the 

sector in climb or descent 
50 3 10 Conflict search to establish sector planning clearance . 
51 0 2 Additional Conflict search when more than 10 AC within Sector . 
65 0 5 EC Work or Aircraft entering a skipped   sector 
64 0 0 Change SSR Code (+ 10 seconds) i.e) specify 5 seconds when 50% of Traffic 

concerned 
66 12 0 First call from an aircraft entering the airspace of a new ACC. 
67 10 0 First call from an aircraft entering another sector of the same ACC 
68 3 3 RT  recorded  for flights which have a sector flight time exceeding  xxx 

Minutes 
69 3 0 Report of an aircraft on reaching a specified level 
70 3 0 Additional RT Task for long climb/Descent Phase 
71 10 0 Instructions for climb or descent 
72 10 0 Last call when leaving a sector 
80 8 12 Radar Handover for transfer of A/C on vector 
81 8 12 Radar Handover for transfer of A/C under supervision 
90 20 7 Additional Radar Supervision when closest point of approach close to 

boundary 
91 20 7 Radar Supervision for a type 1 Conflict 
92 24 7 Radar Supervision for a type 2 Conflict 
93 24 7 Radar Supervision for a type 3 Conflict 
94 30 7 Radar Supervision for a type 4 Conflict 
95 36 7 Radar Supervision for a type 5 Conflict 
96 36 7 Radar Supervision for a type 6 Conflict 
97 18 7 Radar Supervision for a type 7 Conflict 
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98 27 7 Radar Supervision for a type 8 Conflict 
99 36 7 Radar Supervision for a type 9 Conflict 
101 55 10 Radar Intervention for a type 1 Conflict 
102 55 10 Radar Intervention for a type 2 Conflict 
103 55 10 Radar Intervention for a type 3 Conflict 
104 58 10 Radar Intervention for a type 4 Conflict 
105 58 10 Radar Intervention for a type 5 Conflict 
106 58 10 Radar Intervention for a type 6 Conflict 
107 62 10 Radar Intervention for a type 7 Conflict 
108 62 10 Radar Intervention for a type 8 Conflict 
109 62 10 Radar Intervention for a type 9 Conflict 
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D Controller task descriptions 

Each input has a unique meaning which is linked to a task. The explanations are listed below: 
- ASM (mandatory): assume flight, this is done when the flight enters the sector 

volume and it becomes the responsibility of the controllers working that sector 
volume. 

- XASM (optional): cancel assume the flight when the flight leaves the sector 
volume. 

- CFL (mandatory): cleared flight level, it is the flight level that is cleared by the 
controller for that aircraft. The pilot should be currently flying that level or be 
climbing or descending to that level. 

- TO: direction input consisting of a waypoint the controller inserted for the pilot to 
directly approach. 

- VIA: direction input consisting two waypoints, the pilot should fly via one 
waypoint to the other waypoint. 

- Heading: exclusive with TO and VIA, when a flight is on a heading it is not possible 
that he is also flying on a direction to a waypoint. A heading is often used in 
situation to prevent a conflict, using a heading requires an input such as “turn 90 
degrees to the right” or “fly east” instead of a waypoint. 

- Speed: the controller can put in a required speed level, this can be as well for a 
climbing or descending aircraft as for a cruising aircraft. 

- Conflict: this input can be used to check whether two aircraft will be in conflict 
sometime in the future. It shows the controller where and when the two aircraft 
are the nearest to each other, so it is actually a tool to help the controller to 
identify conflicts. 

- TFL: transfer flight level, the flight level the flight should exit the sector volume. Is 
only necessary if this differs from the CFL. 

- ECL: en-route cruising level, if the controller changes the flight level which differs 
from the planned flight level and wants that the flight remains that flight level 
inside MUAC (also called Eurocontrol flight level). 

- NFL: coordinated entry flight level, this is the requested flight level the controller 
wants the flight to enter his sector volume. If the flight is not assumed yet, an NFL 
can be entered into the system. However, to do this the controller has to make a 
request. If the preceding sector volume is not MUAC, the planner controller (SPC) 
has to call the other ATC to ask for the requested NFL. It is also possible that the 
other ATC calls the SPC to ask for a requested NFL. In case the preceding sector 
volume is MUAC, NFL can be put in and the other operating controller will see it 
and can either accept or reject it. 
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- PFL: planned flight level, this can be changed by the controller to have a different 
requested flight level in his sector volume only. Is only necessary if it differs from 
the CFL. 

- XLeg: cancel the leg, to clean the screen from not relevant flight legs. Sometimes 
when a flight already left the sector volume the flight leg (information about the 
flight) remains on the radar screen. 

- Skip: meaning the controller wants that the flight skips his sector volume and 
goes straight to the next sector volume. The flight might still fly through the 
skipped sector volume but it is then already under supervision of the next sector 
volume. 

- Bypass: meaning that controller decides to skip the next sector volume. It is the 
same as skip, but now the controller decides to skip (bypass) the next sector 
volume instead of his own. 

- Delegate: meaning that the controller decides to send the flight to a sector which 
is not originally in the sequence (most commonly when the first sector is not 
MUAC and the flight enters MUAC at a different point than filed in the flight plan, 
the planned upcoming sector volume controller has to delegate the flight to the 
actual upcoming sector volume). 
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E Graphs 

 
Graph 8-1: Difference between normal moving average and central moving average, during half an hour on for 
BRUSSELS EAST HIGH on Friday the 10th of June.  

 
Graph 8-2: Scatter plot with corresponding linear regression lines for the seven selected sector volumes for the 
relation between the number of clicks and task load, on Friday the 10th of June 2011.  
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Graph 8-3: Scatter plot of the number of clicks versus the number of aircraft, no significant relationship. 
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F Task combination 

The durations and the calculation method used in this research do not take into account the 
fact that controllers combine different tasks into one. For example, when a flight wants to 
enter the sector volume the controller always assumes the flight (ASM), and often combines 
this with a cleared flight level (CFL), or a direct waypoint (TO or VIA), or both. In case the 
ATCO does all three tasks this would take 34 seconds, based on Table 4-1. By combining the 
three tasks into one task the duration reduces because: the pilot only calls in once, the ATCO 
calls back once to give the instructions, and then the pilot gives the read-back. This reduction 
is set on 5 seconds for each CFL, TO and VIA if it was preceded by an ASM for the same flight 
in the same minute. This is only one example of combining tasks, to show the impact of this 
combination the task load is recalculated with the reduction of 5 seconds for CFL, TO and VIA. 
For this analysis a moving average of three minutes was taken, an eleven minute interval is 
too wide and does not show the busy time of the controller in a minute accurately as it 
flattens the peaks too much. A three minute central moving average has the advantage that 
when a task is partially performed in the previous or next minute it is also counted in that 
one. 

𝑀𝑂𝑉𝐴𝑉𝐺𝑚 =
(∑ 𝑇𝐿𝑚+𝑟

1
𝑟=−1 )

3  

𝑀𝑂𝑉𝐴𝑉𝐺𝑚:𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚 
𝑇𝐿𝑚+𝑟: 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑚 + 𝑟 
𝑟: 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 

The time the sector was active on Friday 10th of June is shown in Graph 8-4. The red graph, 
task load, is based on the durations as presented in Table 4-1. The blue graph, task load2, is 
based on the reduced durations for the combined tasks. Theoretically, the two graphs 
should not be higher than the 60 seconds line, because above this line it means that the 
controller works more seconds in a minute than available. The busy time of the executive 
controller of the example sector volume shown in Graph 8-4 is reduced from 70% to 66%, 
because of combining different tasks into one task. 
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Graph 8-4: Task load distribution over Friday 10th of June 2011 for the sector opening time of an example sector 
volume. Task load represents the standard durations from Table 4-1 and Task load2 the durations for combined 
tasks. 

The included combination is just one example of more possible combinations controllers 
make during their shift. Another example is combining cancel assume with a direction point. 
The reduction of 5 seconds was not thoroughly investigated, so it might be that this is 
actually higher or lower. Though, because this research did not try to predict the controller 
workload in detail, no deeper investigation into task combination was taken. 
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G Flow analysis 

Three different traffic flows were analysed to determine the load per traffic flow. Figure 8-3 
show the three flows. 
 

   
Figure 8-3: Traffic flows through the Brussels sector group coming from and going to; United Kingdom (right 
picture), and France (middle and left picture), with a border cross between 245 and 335. 

Graph 8-5 shows the average number of clicks per minute for the three different traffic flows. 
As can be seen the traffic flow coming from and going to the United Kingdom requires more 
clicks per minute than the other two flows. However, that flow consists also of more aircraft 
than the other two flows. It is therefore necessary to conduct a more thorough analysis on 
traffic flows to be able to make definite conclusions on it. 

 
Graph 8-5: Number of clicks for each of the three traffic flows on Friday the 10th of June. 
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